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It’s almost here — the 82nd Annual Chief Engineers Golf Outing
at Cog Hill in Lemont. As most
of you know, this is the biggest
event for the Chiefs to happen
all year, and we’re excited to see
all of you out there on the links.
Advance registration is still open
via chiefengineer.org. We are
back to the 9:00am shotgun start!
Make sure you have checked in
beforehand and have a great day
of golf! If you are interested in a
foursome or sponsorship, please
contact Alex Boerner at
(773) 879-6631 or
aboerner@chiefengineer.org.
A quick appeal to both our
Active and Associate Members: One of the benefits of membership in
the Chief Engineers Association is the opportunity to showcase the work
you do in the pages of the Chief Engineer magazine that you’re holding
right now. In recent months, there have been a number of cover stories
featuring work in other parts of the country, not least New York City. This
is a Chicago-based publication, and I know we can do better. If you and
your team of engineers have handled a tricky install or retrofit, recently
upgraded part of your operation systems, or if your business has products
or services that you would like to highlight with a cover story in the magazine, please get in touch with editor-in-chief Karl Paloucek at
editor@chiefengineer.org, or call (708) 293-1430 x2. He’ll be more than
happy to talk to you about what you and your business have been up to.
With that out of the way, getting back to our monthly events, please be
aware that by the time you read this, registration will be open for our
annual Oktoberfest meeting. This year’s event will once again take place
Wednesday, Oct. 19, at Venue yet to be determined. This is another of
the more popular events throughout our year, and we hope everyone
will be able to come out to meet new Active & Associate Members. This is
truly a great night!
As we are nearing the end of the cooling season let’s make sure that
we have done the summer maintenance on the heating systems in our
buildings for the upcoming fall and winter months. And, as always, if you
need to outsource any of your work, remember to reference your QuickShopper and give our Associate Members the business — they deserve it.
As always keep in mind the men and women first responders and the
military who keep us safe!
Sincerely,

Ken Botta
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In Brief

Minnesota Regulators Cut $60 Million From
Storm Response Costs

Investigation Blames Human Error for Nuclear Plant Siren

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota regulators have blocked the
state’s natural gas providers from passing along $60 million
in costs they incurred responding to a 2021 storm to ratepayers.

SEABROOK, N.H. (AP) — Authorities blamed human error
Thursday, Aug. 11, for some sirens that were inadvertently
activated at a New Hampshire nuclear power station in July.

The Minneapolis Star Tribune reported the Public Utilities
Commission made the decision Thursday, Aug. 11. Ratepayers
will still be on the hook for $600 million in costs incurred by
CenterPoint Energy, Xcel Energy, Great Plains Natural Gas
Co., and MERC, an arm of Milwaukee-based WEC Energy
Group, however.

The state Homeland Security and Emergency Management
agency and plant owner NextEra Energy Resources put out
statements more than 30 minutes after beachgoers in nearby
Hampton and Rye said they heard announcements about the
beaches being closed on July 12 because of a problem at the
plant. Ten of the 121 sirens were activated. The announcements sent some beachgoers scrambling but officials said
that there was no emergency nor danger to the public.

Utilities are trying to recoup costs they incurred after a storm
struck Texas and other natural gas-producing states in February 2021. Supplies cratered while demand climbed.

The plant is about 40 miles north of Boston and 10 miles
south of Portsmouth. It has operated since 1990.

The Minnesota Commerce Department, the attorney general’s office and the Citizens Utility Board contend the utilities
didn’t act prudently in the days leading up to the storm,
failing to withdraw enough gas from storage, miscalculating
supply forecasts and not curtailing gas to businesses when
they should have.

Lindsay Robertson, a spokesperson for the nuclear power
station, said the findings of the investigation have led to
several policy changes including revising the process for silent testing of the emergency sirens, enhanced management
oversight during a system test and the retraining of staff
who test the emergency siren system.

Minnesota ratepayers have already started paying the $600
million in the form of a special surcharge.

“The station conducted a thorough investigation and
concluded that human error resulted in the inadvertent
activation of some sirens on the New Hampshire Seacoast,”
Robertson said. “Inspections concluded that the emergency
siren system had no equipment issues.”

Idaho-Wyoming Natural Gas Pipeline Needs
Environmental Study
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — U.S. officials won t approve a natural
gas pipeline from Idaho to Wyoming until additional environmental studies are completed.
A U.S. District Court on Wednesday, Aug. 10, approved an
agreement between the U.S. Forest Service and two environmental groups that filed a lawsuit to stop the 50-mile Crow
Creek Pipeline Project.
The Forest Service agreed to complete a supplemental environmental impact statement before authorizing the project
that partially crosses Forest Service land. The timeline for
completing the environmental study isn’t clear.
Wyoming-based Lower Valley Energy wants to build the
pipeline that would start near Montpelier, Idaho, and run
to Afton, Wyo. But the Alliance for the Wild Rockies and
Yellowstone to Uintas Connection say it will harm protected
grizzly bears and other wildlife.
“The ruling is a huge victory for the climate as well as
free-roaming endangered species like grizzly bears, wolverines, and lynx,” said Mike Garrity, executive director of the
Alliance for the Wild Rockies. — Keith Ridler

6

Michigan: Company Released Industrial
Chemicals Into Water
WIXOM, Mich. (AP) — An auto trim maker violated the law
after releasing industrial chemicals into a river system northwest of Detroit, Mich., environmental officials sa .
Michigan’s Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and
Energy says its Water Resources Division issued citations Aug.
9 to Tribar Manufacturing in Wixom for discharging a plating
solution containing hexavalent chromium into a sanitary
sewer system the weekend of July 29.
The solution ended up at a wastewater treatment facility
that sends wastewater into a creek that flows into the Huron
River system.
Hexavalent chromium is a known carcinogen and can cause
a number of health problems if someone ingests, touches or
inhales it, according to Michigan’s Department of Health and
Human Services.
Tribar Manufacturing was cited for failing to immediately
notify the Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy after discovering the discharge. The agency also alleges
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that the unauthorized discharge of pollutants interfered
with the wastewater treatment process.
The agency said it is still investigating exactly how much
chemical was released and why.

Pressure Mounts to Fix Water Issues in Mississippi Capital

One Dead in Legionnaires’ Disease Outbreak
in California
NAPA, Calif. (AP) — A Legionnaires’ disease outbreak in
California’s wine country has caused one death and nearly
a dozen hospitalizations since mid-July, and public health
officials have found one possible source of the bacteria that
causes the illness, authorities said Wednesday, Aug. 3.

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A business group and one of Mississippi’s largest unions have issued separate statements urging
renewed action to address Jackson’s “water crisis.”

High levels of Legionella bacteria were found in a water
sample taken from a cooling tower at Embassy Suites Napa
Valley, although none of those who were sickened had
visited or stayed at the hotel, according to a Napa County
statement.

In an Aug. 8 joint letter and news conference, 46 business
owners in the capital city said back-to-back citywide boil water notices and citywide water outages have had “dramatic
negative consequences” for restaurants.

“The cooling tower has since been taken offline, which mit gates any ongoing risk to public health,” the statement said.

“This letter serves as our first formal attempt to focus atte tion on this crisis and to engage with our City, County and
State leadership with the intent of applying pressure to get
action,” the letter reads.

County and state public health investigators have been working with hotel staff to “remediate the source of exposure”
but “we must continue to investigate other cooling towers
and water sources in the outbreak area, as it is common to
find more than one source,” D . Karen Relucio, the county’s
health office , said in the statement.

The letter outlined the added costs for restaurants when the
city’s water supply is interrupted. Demand for ice has spiked
as vendors are required to obtain it from vendors with access
to an approved water supply. As a result, some restaurants
are using vendors as far away as Meridian, a city about 92
miles east of Jackson, the letter said.

Legionnaires’ disease is a type of pneumonia caused by a
bacteria that grows in warm water. It was named for the
outbreak where it was first identified, at a 1976 America
Legion convention in Philadelphia.

A poll conducted by the association showed that 96 percent
of participants said they believe Jackson’s water is unsafe to
drink, WJTV-TV reported.

Compressor Explodes in New Mexico Grocery
Store; 2 Injured
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — Two employees of an Albuquerque grocery store have been injured after a compressor
exploded, authorities said Thursday, Aug. 4.
City fire officials said two heating, ventilation and air con tioning specialists were working on the store’s HVAC system
that morning and it was unclear why the compressor exploded.
Officials said the two employees were taken to a hospital for
treatment of burns and blast injuries.
Their names and medical conditions weren’t immediately
released.
Fire officials said no toxic gas was released into the air from
the explosion.

People can get Legionnaires’ disease when they breathe in
water vapor containing the bacteria.

Minnesota Storms Knock Out Power to
75,000 Customers
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Severe storms knocked out power to
as many as 75,000 customers across Minnesota where power
poles were toppled and winds gusted as high as 81 mph in
the state’s southern region.
The largest power outages were west of the Twin Cities and
by the morning of Wednesday, Aug. 3, service had been
restored to about half of those who lost power, according to
Xcel Energy.
Winds the previous night gusted as high as 81 mph near
Hector in Renville County in southern Minnesota. Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport reported a peak wind gust
of 62 mph.
The National Weather Service said it received reports of trees
and branches down from Carver and McLeod counties east
across the Twin Cities.
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News

Fargo House Tests Hemp as Construction
Material
By Dan Gunderson | Minnesota Public Radio

FARGO, N.D. (AP) — The two small houses are going up on
the back half of a lot just off a busy street, not far from
downtown Fargo.

“We’re just looking to bring to leverage the opportunity of
having these two buildings built side by side,’’ said Gordon.
“They’re identical, it’s perfect for a controlled study.’’

“These homes are identical in blueprint, they’re 13' by 23',
with 12-foot ceilings; there’s a loft in each of them,’’ explains
Grassroots Development president Justin Berg, the man behind this one-of-a-kind construction and research project.

Gordon is working with a Minneapolis-based Center for Energy and Environment, which will analyze the data collected
from each home.

One of the houses is built with a traditional wood frame,
fiberglass insulation and covered with that shiny white house
wrap material.
A second house a few feet away also has a wood frame, but
the walls are filled with 12 inches of hempcrete, giving it a
brown, textured look inside and out.
The raw material is called hurd. It’s the inner woody core of
the hemp plant, chipped into small pieces.

These hempcrete walls don’t provide structural support, 2" x
6" wood studs give the wall strength.
Hemp is touted as a healthier alternative to insulation,
reducing mold by creating walls that breathe, providing
excellent insulating properties and serving as thermal mass,
storing heat. The material is also flame resistant
But Gordon said there’s a need for data to validate some of
those claims.
“Up till now, a lot of the talk has just been a lot of claims

The hurd is mixed with a lime binder and water.
“And you blend the mixture to a consistency, a nice sort of
chicken salad — is our joke — consistency,’’ said Grassroots
Development sustainability consultant Sydney Glup. “And we
hand-packed — physically-hand packed — this entire house.’’
They were guided through the process by Bismarck, N.D.based Homeland Hempcrete, but the process was easy to
learn said Glup, just a lot of work schlepping buckets of the
material, dumping it into forms and packing it so the walls
would be even after the forms were removed.
The hempcrete walls need to cure for six weeks before they
are covered inside and out with a finish layer of plaste .
These homes might become short-term rentals, but the primary purpose is research.
“We’re just trying to get that concrete nonbiased research to
contribute to the industry so we can troubleshoot and figure
out how to do better,’’ said Glup. “We want it to be so that
anybody who wants a healthier dwelling can afford it.’’
To collect data, sensors are tucked into the walls of both
houses to monitor moisture and air temperature. Energy consumption will also be closely monitored.
“This from my knowledge, is the only study of its kind,’’ said
Riley Gordon, principal engineer with the Minnesota-based
Agricultural Utilization Research Institute, a non-profit org nization partially funded by the state, which helps develop
new markets for Minnesota crops.

8
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that haven’t really been backed up by a whole lot of data,’’
he said. “So I think this is going to, for good or for worse,
provide some answers to questions that I’ve heard pretty often about this material. So I think it’s a very important study,
and timely.’’
The cost of construction is about 25 percent higher for the
hemp house. That’s partly because raw materials are still
hard to find and expensive. But Justin Berg also believes this
research will show hemp construction can save money long
term.
“Paying more upfront and getting those savings over time by
energy usage, you know, having a biodegradable structure.
You start measuring out the materials and its impact and I
think that’s where we’re hoping to help shine a light on it,’’
said Berg.
To purchase raw material that met their standards for consistency, Berg said they had to buy the hurd in 400-pound bags
from a company in Kansas and ship it to Fargo.
There are at least two new hemp processors starting in Minnesota, and Berg is building a processing facility in Wahpeton that he plans to have operational later this year, but he
expects it will take months to fine tune the processing to
turn out a high-quality product.

who grow the crop to processors turning out raw materials,
but he’s willing to invest in the belief that hemp will become
a sustainable construction alternative.
“It’s definitely the early days, and I think in 10 years, you’ll
see an industry that has a real impact,’’ he said.
The region will need more hemp processing capacity to bring
raw material prices down, and farmers need to be convinced
hemp is a viable alternative crop, said Berg.
He would like to see the federal government do more to encourage hemp production as an alternative crop that could
also help combat climate change by storing climate-warming
carbon.
“You look at something that’s going to help sequester carbon in the soil with a deep taproot crop as well as being put
into materials that are stored for 100 plus years and continue
to sequester carbon,’’ said Berg.
But ultimately, farmers will need a consistent market for the
crop, and the construction industry will need to accept hemp
as a viable alternative material. Berg hopes this research
project on a tiny plot of land in Fargo will help convince
more builders and consumers to give hemp a try.

Berg says there’s still a steep learning curve, from farmers
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News

Acrow’s Superprop® Shores Provide
Heavy Duty Support During Interstate
Bridge Preservation Projects in
Pennsylvania
PARSIPPANY, N.J. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Acrow, a leading
international bridge engineering and supply company, has
designed and provided its Superprop Shoring systems for
the support of bridges undergoing preventive maintenance
work on Interstate 81 in Luzerne County and EB-541 over the
Pennsylvania Turnpike in Lancaster County in Pennsylvania.
As the bridges are heavily trafficked with both commercial
and non-commercial vehicles, maintaining the flow of traffi
during construction activities is critical.
Pennsylvania has the third largest state-owned bridge system
in the country, and one of the oldest, with much of its infrastructure built prior to the 1960s. Like many other states, the
commonwealth has a backlog of aging structures in need of
repair or modernization. In recent years, however, a prioritized program of maintenance and preservation work has
restored many of the bridges to good condition, extending
their service life and deferring more costly major rehabilitation or replacement projects.
Acrow’s Superprop Shores were rented by Deblin, Inc., the
contractor on four bridge improvement projects in Hanover
and Wilkes-Barre Townships in Luzerne County, and the
Borough of Denver in Lancaster County. The rugged modular
system was pre-assembled per Acrow engineering specifications and delivered to the site for installation by Deblin,
which eliminated the lengthy and costly process of procuring
steel to fabricate and assemble customized supports in the
field. In addition, because they are easily reconfigured fo
reuse at multiple locations, Superprops were an excellent

option for these consecutively staged projects.
Superprop Shores are fabricated from Acrow bridge components using high-strength steel and can be installed within
hours in even the most restricted staging areas. As needed,
the system can also be hydraulically preloaded with ease
utilizing the unique infinitely adjustable Superprop system.
A single Superprop Shore can safely support up to 256 tons,
and by bracing Acrow shores with Acrow panels, a shoring
system of superior strength and simplicity in design can be
used in any vertical shoring application.
“Available for rent, heavy-duty Superprop Shores are suitable
for a diverse range of applications,” said Jim Porreca, Market
Development Manager at Acrow. “Simple in design and
rugged enough to support the heaviest loads, the unique
modular, adjustable system provides an economical, efficient
and safe solution to the most critical shoring needs.”
“Acrow’s versatile shoring solutions can be engineered to
the most complex requirements and enable projects to move
forward safely on or ahead of schedule,” added Eugene
Sobecki, Acrow’s Director National Sales & Military Business
Development. “Our high-quality components are delivered
directly from inventory, and used extensively in bridge construction to mitigate risk and provide cost savings to both
DOTs and contractors.”

Acrow’s Superprop Shores, a reusable steel system, helps to minimize
impact to heavy traffic
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PVS Chemicals and ESG to Improve
Sustainability at Chicago Sulfuric Acid
Plant
CHICAGO (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — PVS Chemicals, Inc. (PVS) is
partnering with Energy Systems Group, LLC (ESG), a leading
sustainable energy solutions provider and wholly owned subsidiary of CenterPoint Energy, Inc., to significantly improve
sustainability at its sulfuric acid plant, located in Chicago, Ill.,
by capturing waste steam to generate 2.6 MW of renewable
electricity through a steam turbine generator in the new
onsite Waste Heat to Power (WHP) Plant. The $14.2 million
project, signed in June 2022, will create electricity from
waste steam to generate renewable energy that is expected to cover approximately 95 percent of all plant electricity
needs. The project should also eliminate over 12,700 tons
of CO2 emissions per year, lessen utility interruptions from
voltage trips, and reduce purchased water and chemical
consumption.

“This commitment in Chicago is a great example of our
approach to business,” said Tim Nicholson, Chief Operating
Officer of PVS. “The new installation will take thousands of
tons of CO2 out of the air while simultaneously making the
facility sustainable for the long term.”
“ESG applauds PVS for their dedication and passion to a
cleaner, more sustainable environment,” says Jarrett Simon,
Vice President of ESG, Public Sector and Sustainable Infrastructure. “We are truly honored to be a strategic business
partner of PVS and provide them with a unique, creative
approach to the development and construction of this environmentally beneficial project.

PVS delivers sustainable chemical product solutions for its
suppliers and customers. This project provides a substantial,
measurable improvement to the sustainability of the Chicago
production facility through generation of electricity from
waste steam, which displaces electricity currently produced
via fossil fuels. As a result of completing the WHP project,
nearly 95 percent of all electricity consumed at the site is
expected to be from an eligible “renewable” resource as
defined by State of Illinois legislation. This generated energy
also ensures that reliable, high quality sulfuric acid production continues so the plant can consistently meet production
targets and demand.
Steam is generated as a result of the exothermic reaction
utilized to produce sulfuric acid. Currently, a significant
portion of this steam has no beneficial use. The WHP project
will instead use the wasted steam to generate power. Using
this steam to generate power onsite avoids the purchase of
electricity from the grid, which has a high carbon and greenhouse gas (GHG) footprint. In total, PVS expects to reduce its
carbon footprint related to electricity by more than 12,700
tons of CO2 per year, or a 115-percent reduction against the
current carbon footprint associated with electric power. This
expected GHG reduction is equivalent to any of the following:

•
•
•
•

PVS Chemicals, Inc.’s Innovative Waste Heat to Power (WHP) project is set
to generate renewable energy covering almost 95 percent of all onsite
electricity needs, is expected to eliminate more than 12,700 tons of CO2
emissions per year, to lessen utility interruptions from voltage trips, and
reduce purchased water and chemical consumption.

1,452-home annual energy consumption
2,484 cars driving for one year
1,402,157,854 cell phone charges
529,292 mature trees in a forest (almost 30 times the
carbon sequestration of Central Park, New York City, which
contains 18,000 trees)
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News

Franklin Electric Releases 2022
Sustainability Report
FORT WAYNE, Ind. — Franklin Electric Co., Inc. (the “Company”) recently released its third annual Sustainability Report,
once again providing transparency, insight and data related
to the Company’s performance toward Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) initiatives and goals. The commitment
to these initiatives and goals led the Company to be named
to Newsweek’s 2022 list of America’s Most Responsible Companies.
This year’s report includes several details related to product
advancements, employee health and wellness programs,
and manufacturing initiatives. For example, operational
excellence and global process standardization helped the
Company increase its usage of power from renewable energy
sources by 10 percent. The Company reported a significant
investment in its global Goal Zero safety campaign, spending
more than 24,000 hours training employees on health and
safety best practices with the goal of zero work-related injuries. From a product standpoint, several advancements are
helping Franklin Electric customers become more sustainable,
including the Company’s development of MagForce™ High
Efficiency Motors that significantly lower customer energ
usage and related operating costs.
“We published our first Sustainability Report in October
2020, and I am proud of the progress that we have made in
offering transparency to our environmental impact,” noted
Franklin Electric CEO Gregg C. Sengstack. “The results in our
2022 report speak to the combined efforts of our employees
around the globe, whose work creates the products that
allow for safe and reliable access to water, the filtration and
treatment of water, the safe and effective movement of
wastewater, and for environmentally safe and sustainable
handling of liquid fuels.”

ability Reporting Standards and the Institutional Shareholder
Services (ISS) Environmental and Social Disclosure QualityScore™ Framework. This set of standards creates a common
language for organizations to report on its sustainability
impacts in a consistent and credible way. Information in the
report primarily covers the fiscal year that ended on Dec. 31,
2021.
For the 2022 Sustainability Report, visit
franklin-electric.com/company/social-responsibility.

Franklin Electric’s 2022 Sustainability Report highlights the Company’s continued commitment to global Environmental, Social and Governance efforts.

Franklin Electric produced the report following the guidelines set forth in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustain-
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Energy Dept. Backs $2.5B Loan to GM
Venture for EV Batteries

By Matthew Daly | Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — A joint venture between General Motors and South Korean battery company LG Energy Solution
is set to receive a $2.5 billion loan from the Energy Department to build battery cell factories for electric vehicles in
three states.

“Assuming the loan is approved, it would have the effect of
lowering the amount of capital the joint venture partners
would need to fund directly,” spokesman Jim Cain said.
“Ultium Cells will repay the loans with proceeds earned by
selling its cells to GM.”

The Energy Department said it has made a conditional
commitment to lend the money to Ultium Cells LLC, a joint
venture of GM and LG. The loan could help Ultium finance
three lithium-ion battery plants planned in Michigan, Ohio
and Tennessee, bolstering the Biden administration’s efforts
to promote electric vehicles and reduce dependence on China for critical components.

Tesla, Ford and Nissan are among auto companies that received ATVM loans under the Obama administration.

The plants will help strengthen U.S. energy independence
and support Biden’s goal to have electric vehicles make up
half of all vehicles sales in the United States by 2030, Energy
Secretary Jennifer Granholm said.
Ultium Cells will supply GM as it works to convert its light-duty fleet to all-electric by 2035
The plants are expected to create up to 6,000 construction
jobs and 5,100 operations jobs when completed. Ultium Cells
is weeks away from opening its first EV battery plant in Lor stown, Ohio, which it says will help it meet strong demand
for electric vehicles.
The joint venture also plans to build battery plants in
Lansing, Michigan, and Spring Hill, Tennessee. GM plans to
announce the site of a fourth plant this year, CEO Mary Barra
said.

People visit LG Energy Solution Ltd’s booth during the InterBattery 2021,
the country’s leading battery exhibition, at COEX in Seoul, South Korea,
June 9, 2021. A joint venture between General Motors and South Korean
battery company LG Energy Solution is set to receive a $2.5 billion loan
from the Energy Department to build battery cell factories for electric vehicles in three states. (AP Photo/Ahn Young-joon, File)

The federal loan would be the first exclusively for a battery
cell manufacturing project under the Advanced Technology
Vehicles Manufacturing program, which provides loans to
support U.S. manufacturing of light-duty vehicles, qualifying
components and materials that improve fuel economy, the
Energy Department said.
Jigar Shah, director of Energy’s Loan Programs Office, said
Tuesday, July 26, the loan would “help build a domestic supply chain to meet the growing demand for electric vehicles”
and “create thousands of good-paying jobs across three
states while enabling improvements in existing lithium-ion
battery technologies.”
Ultium Cells has allotted about $2 billion for construction of
each plant, but a GM spokesman said commitments GM and
LG have made to fund the joint venture don’t preclude them
from pursuing a loan under a program designed to advance
clean energy technology.
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News

White House Takes Aim at Nursing
Home Air Quality; Atmofizer Can Help
CLEARWATER, Fla. — All indications from everything in the
news is that time is of the essence for facilities engaged in
plans to improve Indoor Air Quality (IAQ). In early 2022,
The White House extended OSHA’s COVID-era authority to
conduct highly focused inspections in assisted living facilities with the goal of improving air quality for the elderly.
“The last few years have demonstrated how much we need
innovative solutions for improving indoor air quality where
we live, work, study, travel, and wherever we spend time in
enclosed areas,” says Whit Pepper, President and Chief Commercial Officer for Atmofiz . “We are significantly reducing
the amount of nanoparticles in the air by agglomerating
some of the most challenging particulate matter into aggregated clusters that can be more effectively and efficiently
managed. That is producing cleaner air, lowering customer
cost of ownership, and reducing negative impacts on the
environment.”
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, air quality experts
had extensively noted the correlation of IAQ to a variety of
health effects. A 2015 study demonstrated that sub-par IAQ
may be associated with an increased prevalence of respiratory-related symptoms in occupants of assisted living facilities.
Atmofizer s patented technology was developed using a
combination of sound and light in a purification system
specifically designed to address indoor ultra-fine particles
and inactivate airborne viruses and bacteria — reducing their
ability to replicate. Atmofizer systems are filterless: As filte
can be expensive to replace and can create significant landfil
waste, Atmofizer s systems are designed to lower customer’s
total cost of operation and reduce negative impact on the
environment.

Egypt to exchange unclean air inside with fresh air from
outside. Filtration, capturing particles on material to remove
them from the air, began to become commercialized in the
mid-1800s, plateauing in the 1940s with the HEPA filte .
Sunlight was used as a sanitizer in the mid-1800s, and then
manufactured UV lights began to show up commercially in
the mid-1900s. Atmofizer s ultra-fine particle agglomeration
engines may present a generational leap in air purification
technology, which has not seen a major evolution since the
HEPA filter more than 70 years ago
Residential and commercial facilities alike can collaborate
with Atmofizer echnologies, and their distributor USA Tech
Direct, to develop comprehensive solutions that support
the specific IAQ goals of their space and clientele. Atmofizer products include stand-alone air purifying units that are
ready to use right out of the box. Just plug in the unit, press
the power button, and it starts cleaning the air right away.
“We applaud the White House focus on IAQ, and their mobilization of federal regulators to address air quality concerns
for all Americans and especially for those most vulnerable,”
says David Lee Jensen, Partner & CEO for USA Tech Direct.
“We are committed to improving access to IAQ technologies,
so more Americans can experience cleaner air indoors.”
For more information on Atmofizer and USA ech Direct,
visit www.atmofize .com and www.usatechdirect.com

Civilization has recognized the need for ventilation for more
than 2,500 years; ventilation shafts were used in ancient
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Fire Facilities Inc. Announces NFPA
1402 Live Fire Facility Inspection
Program
SUN PRAIRIE, Wis. — Fire Facilities, Inc., a leading manufacturer of U.S.A.-made steel fire training structures, has bo stered its coverage for live fire facility inspections. vailable
across the country, the program provides the skilled services
of professional engineers to conduct required inspections of
fire training structures in accordance with NF A 1402 7.2.2.
“In compliance with National Fire Protection Association
recommendations, fire service training centers should receive
a comprehensive structural inspection every five years for
Class A burn facilities and 10 years for Class B,” says Aaron
Adams, president of Fire Facilities, Inc. “We’ve expanded this
program to make it easier for fire departments nationwide to
contact us to arrange for those inspections on Fire Facilities
structures.
“The team of professional engineers we’ve put together can conduct a comprehensive inspection following the
NFPA guidelines,” he continues. “Given the rigorous use fire
training structures are put through each year, these inspections are critical for the long-term health and functionality
of the structure. If a problem area is recognized, then it can
be fixed, and our generational training structures can remain
in service and available for critical training evolutions. This is
similar to taking your car in for a 100,000-mile check-up.”
In creating the FFI Facility Inspection Program, Fire Facilities
has built a team of professional engineers that can provide
a NFPA 1402-compliant facility inspection tailored to Fire
Facility structures.
“We have on-staff professional engineers who travel into the
field, but since the number of our placed units has grown
over the years, so has the demand for inspections,” says
Adams. “Now we have the ability to quickly align requesting fire departments with a professional engineer to fulfil
the NFPA 1402 inspection requirements for live fire training
facilities.”

Fire Facilities Inc. can connect your fi e department with a qualified p ofessional engineer to perform NFPA 1402-compliant inspections.

Inspectors in the program can assist with reviews of live fire
training structures, along with fire investigation training
structures, props, burn rooms and accessories, all of which
are identified under NF A 1402. Updated in 2018 as an
American National Standard, NFPA 1402 focuses on the main
components necessary to accomplish general firefighte
training effectively, efficiently and safel .
Fire departments with an interest in scheduling an inspection
through Fire Facilities can call 800-929-3726.
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Form-A-Tread Original Dramatically
Improves Facility Stair Safety and
Reduces Maintenance
To prevent slips and falls and improve safety on high traffic
stairs, Form-A-Tread, a company with expertise in adhesives,
coatings and their applications, offers a new category of
durable high-tech epoxy paste, called Form-A-Tread Original.
The product ensures superior stair tread footing and visibility for years without re-application, instead of short-lived,
high-maintenance tapes or coatings.
Form-a-Tread’s durable epoxy paste consists of 100-percent
solids that, once applied, can last for years in high traffic a eas, including warehouse and storage facilities. The patented
product provides an extremely strong bond to a range of
stair tread surfaces, with embedded aggregate to increase
traction. It can be used indoors/outdoors and exposed to
chemicals, direct sunlight, harsh weather, and temperature
extremes.
The high strength epoxy paste is designed to be easy to
apply to stair treads, even by untrained personnel. FormA-Tread’s kit includes a 400-ml cartridge of material that
can produce 25 to 40 linear feet of one-inch-wide tread
depending on the surface type. A special tool is then used to
dispense and mix the material at the time of application in
the correct ratio — eliminating the risk of human error.

Form-A-Tread Original durable epoxy paste consists of 100% solids that,
once applied, can last for years in high traffic a eas, including warehouse
and storage facilities.

The kit includes a patent pending stencil system, so the
one-inch-wide tread lines remain clean, neat, and parallel.
In addition to straight line treads, instructions such as “Exit
Here” or a corporate logo can be applied using the material
and a stencil.
For added safety, the 100-percent epoxy tread line does
not shrink during curing, and so provides a superior tactile
sensation that creates greater awareness of footing when
climbing or descending stairs.
Form-A-Tread Original can also be used on steps, curbs and
walkways to provide better footing, as well as detectable
warnings. The product can be applied on sloped and irregular surfaces. It adheres to a wide variety of porous and
non-porous surfaces without any priming required.
For more information, call (610) 994-2138, email
info@rgfmaterials.com, or visit https://form-a-tread.com.

Form-A-Tread Original ensures superior stair tread footing and visibility for
years without re-application, instead of short-lived, high-maintenance tapes
or coatings.
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Nuvation Energy’s Battery Management
Systems Selected by e2 Companies for
Revolutionary New R3Di® System
SUNNYVALE, Calif. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — e2 Companies, an
ESG-focused (Environmental, Social, and Governance) organization providing energy resilience and efficiency through
turnkey, technology-driven risk management solutions, has
announced its selection of Nuvation Energy‘s utility-grade
battery management systems for e2’s new R3Di (pronounced
“Ready”) power generation system. With the launch of
the R3Di System, e2 Companies unveils the industry’s first
onsite Virtual Utility®, an independent source of power that
optimizes the existing power grid and reduces utility dependence.
This strategic partnership pairs e2 Companies’ industry-leading and innovative energy solutions with Nuvation Energy’s
wealth of experience in battery energy storage. With this
collaboration, customers utilizing the R3Di system, which
delivers resilient, reliable and nearly instantaneous power,
will benefit from the added control provided by Nuvation s
highly flexible battery management systems.
“As one of the most reliable and well-designed battery
management systems available today for energy storage, e2’s
use of Nuvation Energy’s BMS in our energy storage system
supports that worry-free promise that our customers depend
on,” said James Richmond, President and CEO of e2 Companies.

backup systems and developed an innovative hybrid system
that resolves them. I’m confident that the R3Di System will
be very well received in the commercial and industrial marketplace.”
e2 Companies’ patented R3Di system provides an independent source of power that recovers operating costs with 24x7
demand charge management. This technology is unique
to the industry, empowering users to optimize the existing
grid, lower energy costs, add resiliency for new or existing
facilities and improve power quality, frequency and conditioning. The Nuvation battery management system (BMS) is
a key component of the R3Di System, helping to provide an
instantaneous transfer of power, no-blip and full-load pickup
when dispatched for a much higher level of resiliency than
existing technology.
“R3Di System customers have a worry-free ownership
experience that requires no in-house power management
expertise,” notes James Richmond, President and CEO of e2
Companies. “As one of the most reliable and well-designed
battery management systems available today for energy storage, e2’s use of Nuvation Energy’s BMS in our energy storage
system supports that worry-free promise that our customers
depend on.”

“Critical facilities like data centers, hospitals and factories
with sensitive equipment need 100-percent reliable and
uninterrupted power,” said Michael Worry, CEO and CTO of
Nuvation Energy. “The e2 team has taken their strong understanding of the constraints and pain points of existing power

The R3Di system utilizes Nuvation Energy’s battery management system and
provides 24/7 demand charge management.
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Industrial Ruggedized Computing
Solutions for Hazardous Manufacturing
Environments
In industrial manufacturing environments, facilities regularly
store and dispense large quantities of hazardous, flamm ble, combustible liquids. Given the potential for gas, vapor
or dust to collect in these areas, the electronic equipment
installed for automation and control must be designed specifically to prevent unintentional ignition of these elements
due to electrical arcing or other thermal means.
Although much attention is given to the automation system
components used to control the process itself, these systems
also require computing equipment such as thin clients, panel
PCs, remote touch displays, KVM (keyboard, video, mouse)
solutions, as well as fixed and mobile operator workstations.
Given the risks, this equipment must also meet the requirements for use in areas classified as hazardous, and be rugged
enough to withstand the harsh chemical and high-humidity
environments generated during the industrial manufacturing
process.
“In industry, the manufacturing, processing, storing and distribution of flammable materials release gases or vapors in
the atmosphere which can result in an explosion or hazard,”
says Paul Shu of Arista Corporation, a leading provider of
computing platforms and visualization display products including thin clients, all-in-one panel computers, ruggedized
LCD touch displays, and industrial KVM solutions. “To create
a safe and secure working environment, the computing
systems at the worksite must, by regulation, be designed to
pass the explosion-proof certification and be able to wit stand the corrosive environment.”
Ruggedized Computing Solutions for Hazardous
Environments

there are several methods by which equipment can be
made flame- and explosion-proof. For computing systems,
equipment manufacturers that serve the market can design and manufacture thin clients, industrial panel PCs, and
touch-panel PCs that are UL certified, non-incendive (equi ment having electrical/electronic circuitry that is incapable,
under normal operating conditions, of causing ignition of
a specified flammable gas, vap , dust, etc., due to arcing
or thermal means), and that meet the requirements for the
various classes/divisions/zones within a plant or station.
Arista, for example, offers a wide range of panel mount and
fully sealed touch-panel PCs for use in industrial settings. The
fully enclosed version is constructed of stainless steel and has
no external vents. This design protects the components from
gases, dust, dirt, moisture, chemicals, oil and other external
contaminants in an explosive environment.
According to Shu, the touch-panel PCs in various sizes are
routinely deployed as HMI workstations in hazardous industrial operations, which can include the storage and distribution of large volumes of flammable and combustible liquids.
For this type of application, the panel mount PCs are fan-less,
ruggedized systems certified for use in Class 1 Division 2,
Class 2 Division 2, and Class 3 Divisions 1 & 2 hazardous areas.
The systems are installed with a Windows operating system
and the high-resolution touch screens can be manipulated by
operators wearing heavy-duty industrial gloves.
The company also offers fan-less thin client versions as well,
which are increasingly popular in industry as a cost-effective
way to develop a virtual desktop for more centralized man-

In simple terms, a hazardous classified location is any area,
building, commercial or industrial premises likely to be exposed to fire or explosion due to the presence of flammabl
gases, vapors, flammable liquids, combustible dust and other
similar materials in very high amounts.
Hazardous locations can be classified into various categories
according to the nature of flammable vapors or liquids. In
North America, a class/division system is primarily utilized,
and regulations related to the design and manufacturing of
industrial equipment are formulated by the NEC, CEC, OSHA,
and NFPA (National Fire Protection Association). Outside of
North America, a similar “zone” system is used to define and
categorize hazardous areas and potential risk sources.
To meet the requirements of industrial environments,
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Arista’s fan-less thin client PCs with touch screen and remote access make it
easier and safer to manage your data and operations.

In any industry, equipment installed for automation and control must
be able to reliably perform in the often-hazardous, harsh chemical and
high-humidity environments that industry can generate.

agement. With remote accessibility, it is easier to manage,
store and use the data, and IT administrators can conveniently access any device connected to the server and make changes. Moreover, thin clients are easiest to configure, manage
and deploy.

with experience in the industry, facility managers can obtain
the UL-certified, non-incendive, corrosion-resistant thin cl ents, industrial panel PCs, touch-panel PCs and other critical
equipment that will stand up to harsh industrial environments.

To maintain a completely safe industrial working environment, industrial manufacturers must install computing
systems and peripherals that meet regulations and security
standards for hazardous locations across the globe.

For more information, contact Arista Corporation at (510)
226-1800, on the Web at https://www.aristaipc.com/; e-mail
sales@goarista.com, or write to 48460 Lakeview Boulevard,
Fremont, CA 94538.

By working with leading providers of computing platforms

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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Cybersixgill Delivers the Industry’s
First End-to-End Vulnerability Exploit
Intelligence Solution
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Cybersixgill, the leading threat intelligence provider, recently announced its new Dynamic Vulnerability Exploit (DVE) Intelligence solution, delivering the cybersecurity industry’s first end-to-end intelligence across the
entire Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) lifecycle.
With a comprehensive set of features and capabilities not
offered by other threat intelligence vendors, including automation, adversary technique mapping, and rich vulnerability
exploit intelligence, Cybersixgill’s DVE Intelligence streamlines vulnerability analysis to help companies reduce risk by
accelerating their time to respond.
According to IBM’s X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2022,
vulnerability exploitation has become the most common
attack vector for cybercriminals, constituting one of the top
five cybersecurity risks. o properly address this situation,
organizations need to know their vulnerabilities and the
level of risk each vulnerability poses to prioritize remediation
activities. Additionally, companies must understand how the
risk of any trending vulnerability can impact new applications or hardware investments.
Cybersixgill’s DVE Intelligence expands on the company’s previous DVE score, which indicates the probability of individual
exploits targeting specific companies. DVE Intelligence now
refines vulnerability assessment and prioritization processes
by correlating asset exposure and impact severity data with
real-time vulnerability and exploit intelligence, empowering
teams with the critical context they need to prioritize CVEs
in order of urgency and remediate vulnerabilities — before
they can be exploited and weaponized in attacks.
“Given the high volume of attacks using vulnerability
exploitation as the initial means of infiltration, companies
require vulnerability management solutions that give them
the data and context they need to understand where their
greatest business risks lie fully,” said Gabi Reish, Chief Business Development and Product Officer for Cybersixgill. “Our
new DVE Intelligence delivers the broadest range of contextual data — from mapping products to relevant CVEs, to
assessing relevant MITRE techniques and offering remediation information. The solution will be of tremendous benefit
to organizations as they continue to find ways to improve
security efficiencies and minimize business risk.

Expanding Intelligence Across the CVE Lifecycle: An Industry
First
DVE Intelligence expands vulnerability and exploit prioritization and management across the entire CVE lifecycle through
the industry’s most comprehensive and advanced set of
features and capabilities, which include:

•

•
•

•

•

Attack surface scanning for specific assets, products (CPEs),
and CVEs — The DVE interface enables customers to efficiently identify and scope the particular assets, CVEs, and
Common Platform Enumeration (CPEs) that pose the most
significant risk to their organization
Automated mapping of products (CPEs) to relevant CVEs —
CPE to CVE matching is critical to reducing false positives,
allowing teams to focus only on those vulnerabilities that
affect their existing IT assets and infrastructures.
Mapping of CVEs to MITRE ATT&CK® framework — By
mapping CVEs to MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques,
DVE Intelligence provides vital insight into the higher-level
objectives of the attacker, as well as the likely method and
potential impact of exploitation.
Complete intelligence context — DVE Intelligence delivers
comprehensive context collected on threat actors and their
discourse, exploit kits, attribution to malware, APT, and
ransomware. As part of this context, Cybersixgill also provides a score of the likelihood that a vulnerability will be
exploited over the next 90 days, hours after the CVE is first
published, via a score that is updated in real-time.
Delivery of remediation instructions — DVE Intelligence
continuously monitors vendor sites and MITRE CVE records, presenting comprehensive remediation information,
instructions and links directly within the DVE interface,
dramatically reducing Mean Time to Remediate.

Unlike most vulnerability prioritization technologies, DVE
Intelligence is not dependent on external data sources, which
can be slow to rate new threats. The solution equips security
teams with the real-time intelligence and context necessary
to identify and prioritize vulnerabilities that pose the most
substantial risks to the organization, resulting in the following benefits

•
•

Increases efficiency by focusing on those vulnerabilities
that pose the most significant risk to an organization
Reduces business risk by minimizing mean time to respond
and remediate with the earliest insights into the likelihood
of exploitation.
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Cybersixgill’s Dynamic Vulnerability Exploit Intelligence solution delivers the cybersecurity industry’s first end-to-end intelligence ac oss the entire Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures lifecycle.

•
•

Rationalizes a company’s security stack with a single source
of truth, presenting all elements of critical, contextual
vulnerability and exploiting intelligence data in one unified
platform solution.
Helps companies comply with industry regulations through
quantifiable proof of security processes used to address
vulnerabilities and minimize risk.

For more information about Cybersixgill’s DVE Intelligence,
visit cybersixgill.com/dveintelligence.

GET THE WORD OUT.
Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.
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preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

Would you like to have your services or products
featured in a video and general meeting webinar?
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.
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Annual ASME ISHOW Cohort to
Feature US, Perú Entrepreneurs’ Clean
Energy, Water Innovations
NEW YORK — The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) has announced the regional winners of the 2022
ASME Innovation Showcase (ISHOW), the prestigious international accelerator of hardware-led social innovation. Eight
finalist teams of social innovators from the U.S., Perú, and
Uganda presented their design prototypes in a virtual event
held June 19-27. Three entrepreneurs emerged as regional
winners who will share $30,000 (USD) in seed grants and receive technical support to help bring their design innovations
to market. They were announced earlier today in a virtual
awards ceremony that featured keynote remarks by Vidyut
Mohan, co-founder and CEO of Takachar, Echoing Green
Fellow, Earthshot Prize winner, and 2019 ISHOW finalist

U.S. Winners of the 2022 ASME Innovation Showcase.

The 2022 ASME ISHOW USA winners are:

•

•
•

GenH (Boston, Mass., U.S.) for its “Adaptive Hydro™” solution — a first-in-class, rapidly deployable, modular hydr power system designed to electrify non-powered dams and
canal heads without construction or investment in fixed
infrastructure
LivingWaters Systems (Hoboken, N.J., U.S.) for “The LivingWaters System” — a portable, low-cost rainwater harvesting system to ensure refugees and off-grid families have
access to renewable, clean water at their doorstep
Wayru Perú (Lima, Perú) for its “Wayru Portable Shower”
— Made for families without access to a public water network, the design functions without any electrical or pipe
connection, is portable and multifunctional for washing
hands, clothes, and showering with less than 10 liters.

“Social enterprises, now more than ever, need the support of
the global impact community,” says Iana Aranda, director of
ASME’s Engineering Global Development sector that houses
ISHOW. “Social entrepreneurs around the world, including
many ISHOW ventures, are on the frontlines of crisis response
and the advancement of the U.N. Sustainable Development
Goals. We are aggressively focused on providing these innovators with accessible platforms for capacity building, expert
engagement and co-design of scaling strategies suited for
today’s dynamic markets. Ensuring their success is of paramount importance.”
In addition to the three grand prize winners, the product
with the most votes in social media for each regional event
is named the “Fan Favorite,” and receives $1,000 (USD). This
prize is made possible and in memory of Byron G. Schieber Jr.
M.S., PE, Professor Emeritus QCCNY, and Ruth L. Schieber. The
2022 ISHOW USA “Fan Favorite” winner is Wayru Perú (Lima,

Perú) for its “Wayru Portable Shower” solution.
The prestigious ASME ISHOW hardware accelerator is open
to individuals and organizations taking physical products to
market that will have a positive social and/or environmental impact and that improve the quality of life around the
world. To date, ISHOW has enabled more than 200 startups
from 30-plus countries to solve critical quality-of-life challenges for vulnerable populations worldwide. ISHOW alumni
have developed affordable devices to address issues including clean combustion, crop threshing, fetal health, food
waste prevention, health diagnostics, safe drinking water,
and many more that address the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals.
ASME ISHOW annually matches 24 carefully selected innovators with appropriate experts to ensure that the proposed
hardware solutions are technologically, environmentally,
culturally, and financially sustainable. ASME s panel of judges
and experts includes successful entrepreneurs, academics,
engineers, designers, investors, and industry representatives from leading organizations in India, Kenya, the United
States, and beyond. These subject matter experts provide
technical and strategic guidance based on ISHOW’s four key
pillars: customer/user knowledge, hardware validation, manufacturing optimization, and implementation strategy.
Hear from the ISHOW 2021 cohort about their experiences. Follow the journeys of ISHOW alumni including PayGo
Energy, PlenOptika, Himalayan Rocket Stove, SAYeTECH and
others at thisishardware.org/blog.
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Ooma AirDial POTS Replacement
Solution Wins Best Endpoint Product
Award from UC Today
SUNNYVALE, Calif. — Ooma, Inc., a smart communications
platform for businesses and consumers, recently announced
that its Ooma AirDial solution for replacing obsolescent copper-wire phone lines has been named Best Endpoint Product
for 2022 in the prestigious UC Awards from the publication
UC Today.
Ooma was chosen by a panel of eight leading unified co munications industry analysts (https://awards.uctoday.com/
judges/) from a field of five finalists that included Alcatel cent, Jabra, Mitel and Poly.
Analog copper-wire phone lines, also known as plain old
telephone service, or POTS, are being rapidly phased out
by telecommunications providers. This creates a significant
challenge for safety devices and business-critical systems
that require a POTS line — ranging from fire alarm panels to
elevator phones, fax machines, public safety phones, building
access systems and more — that often can’t be migrated to
voice-over-Internet protocol, or VoIP, service. Meanwhile, the
monthly cost of business POTS lines is escalating rapidly, and
reliability is declining.
Ooma AirDial (https://www.ooma.com/airdial) provides
turnkey replacement for POTS lines by combining the AirDial
base station with virtual analog phone service and a data
connection through a nationwide wireless network. With
low up-front cost for the base station and for monthly
service, AirDial delivers both immediate savings and longterm protection from the “copper sunset” of POTS through a
solution that is easy to install and manage.

“POTS replacement is an urgent need for all types of businesses and Ooma shows true innovation in bringing together
its experience in hardware, software and communications
services to deliver a drop-in substitute for POTS lines,” said
Rob Scott, publisher of UC Today.
“We are honored and grateful for this recognition, especially
because Ooma AirDial was selected by distinguished industry
analysts who are intimately familiar with the entire range
of UC product offerings,” said Jim Gustke, vice president of
marketing at Ooma. “The UC Award for 2022 validates the
excitement we’re seeing for AirDial from both our customers
and our channel partners.”
For more information on Ooma AirDial, go to
https://www.ooma.com/airdial.

Ooma’s AirDial solution for replacing copper-wire phone lines recently was
named 2022’s Best Endpoint Product at UC Today’s UC Awards.
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Western Specialty Contractors Replaces
Leaking Roof on Museum of History,
Helps Save Historic Relics
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Extensive water damage from an aging
roof threatened to destroy treasured artifacts housed at the
McLean County Museum of History in Downtown Bloomington, Ill. The water intrusion was the result of a 30-year-old,
damaged roof that had exceeded its useful life span by more
than five years, allowing rain to leak through the roof and
insulation, clay tile and mortar down into the building’s ceilings and interior rooms.
The nationally accredited, award-winning museum occupies the former McLean County Courthouse, an American
Renaissance-style structure built between 1900 and 1903. The
building features a limestone-clad facade and solid masonry
construction with a steep sloping roof connecting the built-in
gutter to the clocktower dome rising from its center. The old
roof consisted of a 4-ply, built-up asphalt roof over one-inch
perlite insulation mopped to the clay tile deck.
Although the McLean County maintenance staff had made
repairs to the roof over the years, it no longer functioned
properly and needed to be replaced immediately, along with
the historic building’s drainage system. According to reports,
as much as 14 gallons of water had leaked into the building
after heavy spring rains, causing extensive damage. Although
no artifacts had been damaged, one area of the museum
had to be closed off and an office relocated as a result of the
leaking roof.
In 2020, the McLean County Board agreed to hire Scharnett
Architects & Associates of Bloomington to perform architectural and engineering services to replace the building’s roof
and improve its drainage system.
Western Specialty Contractors’ Peoria Roofing Branch was
contracted to replace the historic building’s damaged roof,
with work on the project starting in May 2021.
Western’s crew removed the old roof and replaced it with a
Firestone UltraPly TPO roofing system consisting of an 80 mil,
white membrane over gypsum coverboard, Polyisocyanurate
insulation, and vapor barrier directly over the clay tile deck.
“The entire job was very challenging. We had to stage materials on the grounds as we needed them because the old clay
tile deck could not be overloaded,” said Western Specialty
Contractors Peoria Assistant Branch Manager Jared Osterman. “Tearing off the old roof every day was equally difficult
because we had to crane materials down and up from the
street as we progressed.”

Western Specialty Contractors’ Peoria Roofing Branch eplaced the
damaged roof on the McLean County Museum of History in Downtown
Bloomington, Ill., saving many of the artifacts inside. (Photo: Onasill – Bill
Badzo via Flickr)

The architect designed the new TPO roof system to go above
and beyond what the manufacturer recommended, with
double membrane thick valleys and ridges and built-in gutters that were lined with TPO and terminated with a liquid
flashing, three-course step. The liquid flashing was used i
lieu of counterflashing to minimize the use of mechanical
fasteners into the historic structure. The job also required a
30-year, 80 MPH Firestone Roof warranty including hail, cut
and puncture resistance.
Western’s Springfield, Ill. Branch also participated in the pro ect by grinding out reglets, reworking the clay tiles around
the drain replacements, and cleaning and sealing limestone
at the gutter edge.
Performing a successful mock system pull test to ensure the
new roof’s viability and strength, Western completed the
roof replacement in September 2021. The museum had been
closed to visitors during the roof replacement project while
the museum’s restrooms were being remodeled and its lighting fixtures replaced
Julie Emig, the museum’s Executive Director, noted that staff
were relieved when the roof was restored. “The quality of
Western Specialty Contractors’ work, especially given the
complexity of this project, was outstanding. We no longer
worry that the next rainstorm could damage our award-winning collections and exhibits.”
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Complete Automation Overhaul Benefits
Smaller Utilities
Traditionally, small municipal electrical utilities like the one
in the City of Seguin, Texas, have believed that implementing a SCADA was simply out of reach, due to the perceived
high initial costs, high licensing fees, and complexity of such
systems.
However, advancements in Web-based SCADA systems have
transformed the process of installing, configuring, and
managing such systems to manage substation performance.
Modern Web-based systems streamline installation and maintenance and provide engineers with a modern user interface
they can easily configure — a factor that now allows even
smaller cities to operate like large investor-owned utilities
with hundreds of substations.
Case in point is the City of Seguin. The utility embarked
on an ambitious plan to integrate a new SCADA system
with Outage Management System software, citywide WIFI,
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) technology, GIS mapping, and energy efficiency software to improve customer
reliability and education. The system was designed to more
efficiently support the cooperative s mission for reliable,
cost-effective service.
The City of Seguin had no trouble justifying the SCADA investment even though there are only three substations. The
system provides the same degree of monitoring and control
system as implemented by larger utilities.
The City of Seguin has a population of 25,090. Approximately
8,200 residential customers, as well as several large industrial
facilities rely on power from the electrical system. The utility
operates three substations with 14 circuits, which requires 19
employees to manage 110 miles of overhead and 26 miles of
underground electric lines.

773-784-0000
Chicagoland’s top HVAC, Boiler & Plumbing
Contractor
• Chiller Teardowns • 24 Hour Service
• Boiler Re-Tubes
• Piping Repairs
• Combustion Tuning • HVAC Projects
• HVAC Maintenance
• Plumbing Services
www.HayesMechanical.com

To complete this ambitious SCADA implementation, the city
turned to M&S Engineering, a full-service electrical, civil,
subsurface utility engineering, and surveying firm to develop
all the specifications outlined in the initial bid
For the physical infrastructure and sensors, M&S Engineering
specified an AMI System from Aclara, which includes nine
collectors that gather smart meter readings. AMI Systems
enable electric utilities to collect and harness the power of
smart meters, edge devices, and data to meet challenges
such as substation monitoring, load monitoring, load control/
demand response, fault detection/outage management,
distributed generation, conservation voltage reduction, and
customer engagement.
The data is then transmitted over a newly installed, citywide
Strix WIFI system to a central network, which allows multiple
users and departments to access the information.
To enhance communication and decision making, assets such
as electric poles and meters are now mapped and coordinated through ESRI, a geographic information system (GIS) mapping company. The GPS coordinates facilitate more efficient
dispatching of utility trucks and service crews, when needed.
For the SCADA system, M&S Engineering selected the OrionLX system from the Power Division of NovaTech Automation
(Lenexa, Kan.), a substation automation company that has
served the power transmission and distribution market for
more than 30 years.
The company’s OrionLX is a communication and automation
processor that can connect to nearly any substation device in
its native protocol, perform advanced math and logic, and
securely present the source or calculated data to any number
of clients in their own protocol. The system can be integrated
with practically any equipment, usually microprocessor-based
relays, meters and other IEDs as well. It is then connected to
the SCADA system.
The system uses open-source Web technologies and pre-configured template pages. This simplifies the building
interactive SCADA and local HMI screens to view data from
connected IEDs and RTUs using standard Web browsers. Engineers can open multiple browsers to have graphical interfaces for the different substations and key remote monitoring
features on different tabs, which eases network monitoring.
Multiple users can be logged in simultaneously.
(Continued on pg. 26)
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(Continued from pg. 25)

and repairs.

For the most economical setup, the City of Seguin opted to
install an OrionLX in each of its three substations that connect wirelessly to a browsing PC with multiple monitors, each
representing a substation. Another configuration option for
smaller utilities is a centralized model in which an Orion is installed in the central office (taking the place of the browsing
PC), where it accesses each substation OrionLX and serves up
the information to connected networks.

Over time, NovaTech has received multiple requests to create
an interface between their equipment and popular outage
management systems. As a result, NovaTech will introduce
the MultiSpeak interface in Q4 2022, which facilitates communication between enterprise applications, SCADA, outage
management, dispatch, GIS and meter reading.

The Orion RTU has advanced in the integration of functions
previously accomplished by separate physical devices. For
example, separate alarm annunciators and PCs do not have
to be connected to the Orion RTU; only a monitor, keyboard,
and mouse need be connected. The Orion Tile Annunciator
is a pre-engineered product that can be set up in minutes
to serve out alarm status. When combined with sequence of
events recording, relay event retrieval, IED faceplates, oneline diagrams, IED faceplates, control screens, and trending,
Orion can serve as a complete substation HMI … or an economical small SCADA system.
One-line diagrams in the Orion HMI show the status of the
entire substation at a glance. This enables dispatch teams to
quickly tell which feeders are open and if there are voltage
issues. Feeder breaker zoom screens allow more detailed
information to be viewed at the office, such as: ground trip
blocked, non-reclosing, max amperage, power factor, and
fault currents. See Figure 1 below. History of events can be
accumulated, such as: breaker trips, breaker lockouts, reclosers blocked or enabled, low-voltage events, high-voltage
events, and maximum amperage for each circuit.
M&S Engineering was also asked to integrate the Orion SCADA system with Milsoft’s Outage Management System (OMS).
OMS are efficient at identifying locations of outages and
providing real-time alerts. The systems also record the history
of outages and alert customers about the status of outages

As part of the project, M&S also specified an upgrade of all
electromechanical relays to microprocessor relays from Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL). NovaTech developed
settings that allowed the SEL relays to be accessed by the
OrionLX, including real-time data and fault information.
“Relays keep detailed records of the electrical conditions at
the time of a fault, and that information can be accessed
remotely to provide technicians with critical information on
where to go and what might need to be corrected,” says Ray
Wright, Senior VP, Marketing for NovaTech.
“You don’t want to have a technician going out and searching the line for miles to find the problem and then have to
go back to the shop to get the needed equipment,” he adds.
“Ideally, you want to say, ‘Drive to this GPS location, bring a
spare fuse, and fix the [known] problem.
Minimizing Dispatches
After the SCADA system, microprocessor-based relays, and
other components were installed, the city could respond to
issues more quickly, resulting in shorter outage times for
customers. Previously, personnel would have to drive out to a
substation when there was an issue with a feeder or transformer. Now, most issues are diagnosed remotely.
“Now the monitoring is done from the office,” he adds. “The
engineering team remotely logs into the substation devices
to view the data, settings, sequence of events, and make

Typical Orion RTU panel with Direct Video monitor, Orion I/O, and Bitronics panel metering and recording IEDs.
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changes if needed. They usually do not have to visit the substations in person, so the labor involved in monthly checks is
significantly reduced,” says right.
“With SCADA, they can monitor and capture events, such as
low-voltage or high-voltage, at the bus, which helps when
troubleshooting customer complaints, and enables remote
manual control of voltage regulators,” says Wright. SCADA
also allows the city to monitor the power factor on individual circuits and then to switch capacitors in or out, without
having to depend on other companies.
In the future, the City of Seguin plans additional system
upgrades, including an energy efficiency program. This
includes a new VoIP phone system and approximately eight
additional WIFI units, along with accompanying antennas to
improve “self-healing” properties. The utility is also investigating automated switching, which would involve adding
control panels and motors to the existing air break switches
to facility operations through the SCADA system.
For more information on SCADA solutions from NovaTech
Automation, visit www.novatechautomation.com or call
(913) 451-1880.

IED “Zoom Screen” showing real-time animation of feeder relay status. In
this example, over 80 real time values from the relay are available on this
page.
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Trane® Premieres Ascend® Model ACX,
First Air-to-Water Heat Pump,
Announces Redesigned Precedent®
Rooftop Units
DAVIDSON, N.C. — Trane — by Trane Technologies, a global
climate innovator — has released the Ascend Air-to-Water
Heat Pump Model ACX, the first ai -to-water pump solution
in its portfolio that provides both electric heating and cooling, giving building owners an avenue to pursue decarbonization via electrification. rane also announced it is bringing
a new generation of Precedent rooftop units to market, consolidating the legacy Precedent and Voyager 2 offerings. The
first models in the redesigned series, the Precedent standard
efficiency 6- to 25-ton units, are available no .
Ascend Air-to-Water Heat Pump Model ACX
Trane’s Ascend air-to-water heat pump model ACX combines chiller and heat pump technology to both heat and
cool a building using electricity. In cooling mode, the model
ACX moves heat from inside the building to the outside. In
heating mode, a reversing valve changes the flow of ene gy to bring heat from outside of the building to the inside.
The heat pump moves heat using a compressor, rather than
simply generating heat. This technique can make heat pumps
up to three times more energy-efficient than other forms of
electric heating.
“Over 180 cities, more than 10 counties, and eight states
across the U.S. have goals to power their communities with
100-percent clean, renewable energy,” said Dave Molin, Vice
President of Trane Product Management, Equipment, Controls and Digital. “As the grid gets greener, the need for full
electric heating and cooling is growing.”
“Engineers, contractors, and building owners want to lower
fossil fuel consumption and reap the efficiency and sustai ability benefits of electrified heating and cooling,” Moli
adds. “By joining Trane’s best-in-class chiller expertise with
the Ascend air-to-water heat pump, Trane is making electrified heating and cooling a realistic option for customers.
As a result of its boiler-free heating, the model ACX achieves
high energy efficiency for cooling and heating. The unit s
heating efficiency exceeds ASHRAE® standard 90.1-2019:
2.77 COP for heating and a cooling requirement of 9.215
EER.

Trane’s Ascend Air-to-Water Heat Pump Model ACX provides both electric
heating and cooling, allowing chief engineers and building owners to pursue decarbonization via electrification

a net-zero energy building with its all-electric functionality
and other energy-efficient features

•
•
•
•
•

Air Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute(AHRI) compliant.
Variable-speed fans, variable-speed permanent magnet
motors, intermediate discharge valves on the compressor,
and braze plate evaporators enhance efficienc .
Dual expansion refrigerant flow valves optimized for hea ing and cooling modes enable system reliability.
The heat pump generates hot water temperatures up to
140°F and operation down to 0°F ambient.
The Symbio 800 unit controller comes factory-mounted
and pre-programmed with algorithms that respond to
building conditions and maintain efficient chiller plant
operations. It also enables secure remote connectivity and
open standard protocols for seamless integration with a
Building Automation System (BAS) such as Tracer® SC+.

The Ascend model ACX can help builders and operators meet
current HVAC regulations, attain certifications, or achieve
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•
•

A scroll compressor makes electrification more a fordable
and practical without compromising efficiency or sound
The fin and tube coil support a smaller footprint, and the
transverse “V” condenser coils are easy to access for cleaning and service.

•
•

Heat Pump — couples refrigerant-system cooling and heating, providing an all-electric solution.
Hybrid/Dual Fuel — combines heat pump cooling and heating with gas auxiliary heating.

Trane’s free “Comprehensive Chiller-Heater System” guide,
available now for download, provides best practices on
integrating the heat pump with chillers and configuring its
controls. In addition, the guide includes modes, tables, and
control sequences users can incorporate into
system designs.
Precedent Enabled by Symbio 700
Trane is releasing a new generation of
Precedent rooftop units to meet the next
era of energy efficiency requirements. The
new Precedent portfolio will include capacities from 3-25 tons, a full range of tonnages
and heating types, and improved efficiency
levels. The new single-product family of light
commercial unitary rooftops will be released
in phases now through 2024.
Available immediately, the Precedent standard efficiency 6- to 25-ton cooling and
gas units feature various improvements
and upgrades, including part-load efficie cy ratings that comply with new industry
efficiency requirements. New Precedent units
are enabled by the Symbio 700 controller to
easily monitor and control HVAC systems and
harness building connectivity for advanced
troubleshooting and energy management.
Additional benefits across the entire product
family include:

•
•
•
•

Compliant with U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) 2023 minimum efficiency regulations
helping to reduce utility costs
New serviceability enhancements include
hinged access to the control panel, color-coded wiring with keyed connectors,
and a direct drive plenum fan and motor.
Connection with the Symbio Service and
Installation App for easy commissioning,
monitoring, and troubleshooting.
A new three-year parts warranty provides
extra peace of mind.

Four product options in the Precedent line
are available and suit a range of applications:

•
•

Cooling — optional electric heat, is an
all-electric option.
Gas Pack — pairs electric cooling with gas
heating.
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One-of-a-Kind Mobile Trailers Provide
Temporary Heat on Demand at
University of Virginia
The University of Virginia sought a way to quickly provide
temporary heat during construction projects while also reducing boiler rental expenses. The solution was the development of two innovative mobile boiler trailers that provide on
demand heat where it’s needed.

operation. In addition to the boilers, the trailer was outfitted
with connections for fuel, water and electricity.

The University of Virginia is a public research university in
Charlottesville, Va., founded in 1819 by Thomas Jefferson. It
is the flagship university of irginia and home to the Academical Village, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

“Carruthers Hall lost its boilers during the winter, and we
had our 1.2 million BTU trailer connected in one day to
provide temporary heat while we serviced the boilers,” said
Ratliff.

Like many large, historic universities across the country,
especially in the Midwest and Northeast, the University of
Virginia utilizes central steam heating plants that pipe steam
and heating water to campus buildings.

With the success of the first traile , the University was determined to build a second mobile heating trailer with even
more heating capacity.

The university is in the second year of a five-year project to
convert its steam systems to low temperature hot water for
more efficient heating across the grounds
“During a pipe or heat exchanger replacement, we would
typically rent boilers to heat the affected buildings,” said
Cameron Ratliff, associate director of utilities distribution
with the University of Virginia. “However, boiler rental costs
were expensive, and so we were looking for a more cost-effective solution for temporary heat.”
The university team came up with an innovative idea: build
its own custom mobile boiler trailer.
Building the Trailers
Collaborating with Ferguson Plumbing Supply, its main supplier for pipes and fittings, and SE Burks, an H AC solutions
and equipment company, the university facilities team came
up with the idea to develop a mobile heating system using
a 7½ x 20 ft. trailer and an 8½ x 24 ft. trailer as the housing.
The team selected four Weil-McLain boilers to serve as the
heart of each system.
“We developed our first mobile heating trailer with four
Weil-McLain Ultra boilers for a total output of 1.2 million
BTUs to provide temporary heat if a building’s heating went
down,” said Ratliff.
The Weil-McLain Ultra boiler is designed to operate in low
temperature condensing applications and features a coated cast aluminum heat exchanger, up to 94-percent AFUE
efficiency and high-grade stainless steel burner with quiet

It didn’t take long for the University of Virginia to put the
mobile boiler trailer into action.

“The design for our second trailer required a powerful,
efficient boiler that could meet our target BTUs while also
fitting in an 8½ x 24 ft. traile ,” said Ratliff. “I researched
the Weil-McLain SlimFit unit, and it seemed perfect for the
application. We chose the 750K BTU SlimFit models as they
were the largest units we could fit and because they operate
on either propane or natural gas.”
Wes Collings from SE Burks offered guidance on selecting
the boilers, and the facilities department teams installed the
boilers.
“The SlimFit was an ideal choice for the small footprint of
these trailers and because of the unit's easy serviceability,”
said Collings. "The university included extra pipe connections
so two more units can be added to increase the capacity
even more.”

MAKE THE CONNECTION.
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Engineers through a live presentation or onsite
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The SlimFit boiler’s narrow housing enhances maneuverability for confined spaces and weight restricted areas.
The design also increases usability and access for installing
contractors, consulting engineers and facility managers for
commercial retrofit projects
With the four SlimFit units installed, the University now has a
second boiler trailer with a total heating capacity of 3 million
BTUs with the option to add two more boilers to increase
it to 4.5 million BTUs if needed, for larger heating season
applications.
“We are removing heat exchangers and inserting blending
loops with PICV valves and temperature regulators, so all
of our buildings are directly connected to the plants,” said
Ratliff. “Should we have an emergency breakdown, we can
simply pull up the trailer and it’s plug and play.”
Temporary Heating on Demand

Weil-McLain SlimFit boiler units housed in the second mobile trailer developed at the University of Virginia.

“We now can heat the majority of our facilities on grounds
at any time with these trailers without having to rent boilers,” said Ratliff. “Waiting for a rental boiler is not an ideal
option during the heating season when these systems are in
peak demand.”
Ratfli f also notes that the small size of the trailers is advantageous, too.
“The trailers are easy to move around the grounds,” he said.
Besides having on-demand heat as needed, the university
is experiencing significant expense savings from expensive
boiler rentals.
“Our University CFO is not only intrigued by these trailers but
also quite thrilled with the cost savings,” Ratilff added.
Ratliff noted it was a team effort to design the mobile heating systems.

The first mobile boiler trailer developed by the University of irginia features
Weil-McLain Ultra boilers.

“We really enjoyed putting out heads together to build
these trailers,” he said. “It really is the perfect application for
our university; the cost savings alone make it so worth it.”

Weil-McLain Ultra boiler trailer at the University of Virginia.
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Chicago-Based Disaster Restoration
Experts Help Homeowners Protect
Their Properties With New Book
CHICAGO, Ill. — A house is not only a home or dwelling, but
it is a real and valuable asset to protect at all costs.
Chicago-based disaster restoration experts and President and
Managing Director of Restoration by Simons Nasutsa Mabwa
and Sam Simon know this concept all too well as they helped
homeowners deal with a variety of property damage situations. Compiling their expansive knowledge and expertise,
the husband and wife duo wrote a new book called “RESTORE: A complete guide to protecting your home as your
most valuable asset from water and fire disasters.
Restoration By Simons is a minority business enterprise(MBE) and a woman business enterprise- (WBE) certified fir
and family run company serving Chicago and the Chicagoland suburbs of Oak Park, River Forest, and the North Shore
area.

When they were planning to open a restaurant, a meeting with a restoration franchise owner changed their plans
forever. He explained to them his successes and happiness
in his personal and professional life as a restoration owner.
They became intrigued and that one meeting set them off
to pursue a franchise of their own. Aiding them in this path
were the communication skills they cultivated when they
were social workers.
“We want our readers to know that this book is written to
help homeowners,” Mabwa said. “Our business is rooted in
our beginnings as social workers and our desire to help people, specifically homeowners.
The book is available via Amazon.

“Over the years, Nasutsa and I have fielded thousands of
calls from customers searching for information on how to
effectively clean and/or mitigate small water damages, remediate minor smoke/odor damages, and handle a wide variety
of specialty cleaning,” Simon said. “We’re happy to pass
on as much information as we can. Sometimes, after we’ve
explained to our information seekers, the process involved
with cleaning and restoring, they opt to have it handled professionally. First and foremost, we feel that it is our duty to
educate our consumers so that they understand the process,
and also to protect them from being taken advantage of by
other companies.”
The book gives readers useful information on preventing
household disasters and gives the reader insight into what
is needed physically and mentally to restore a home, if
they choose to tackle these situations on their own. Simon
explained that some common restoration problems include
ridding a household of smoke odor after a cooking mishap
or cleaning up water after a dishwasher leak. Other instances
include handling a sewer backup, discovering broken pipes,
preventing holiday fires, and knowing how to properly use a
fire extinguishe .
It was a long journey for the couple to get where they are
today. They first met as social workers in the mid-1990s in
Chicago’s Wicker Park neighborhood. Mabwa later became
an executive in commercial real estate and Simon worked in
national television production. Both careers meant working
long hours and they wanted to spend more time with their
children. They thought about opening their own business.
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DON’T LET YOUR BUSINESS GO UP IN FLAMES!

100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE
INSTALL OR RETROFIT FIRE
SPRINKLERS TODAY!

DEDUCT THE FULL COST OF QUALIFIED PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT!
CARES ACT
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act closed a loophole that was included in the TCJA by
making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:
2021: 100%
2022: 100%

2023: 80%
2024: 60%

2025: 40%
2026: 20%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
permanently set at 15 years.

For more information on how these tax incentives might impact the business of your
contractors, we would recommend that they contact their tax professionals, as
situations differ based on the facts and circumstances for each business. As a general
rule, we would not recommend that the Local provide tax advice to the contractors.
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DON’T LET YOUR
BUSINESS GO UP
IN FLAMES!
The Fire Protection Contractors work on all aspects of ﬁre protection
systems. Starting with the initial design of your system to the installation we
are with you every step of the way. Almost as important as installing a ﬁre
sprinkler system is the routine maintenance. This includes inspection and
testing to ensure the system is working and, in most areas, required by law.

24 Hour Emergency Service
Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance
Fire Pump Testing
Design and Installation –
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial
Retrofit and Remodel
Fire Suppression Systems

CALL OR CLICK ANYTIME FOR
EMERGENCY OR ROUTINE SERVICE
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DuPont™ Tedlar® and Metal Alliance
Showcase Innovative Premium Roofing
Protection at the 100th Florida Roofing
and Sheet Metal Expo
WILMINGTON, Del. — DuPont Tedlar and Metal Alliance recently presented their innovative solution of Tedlar PVF film
on aluminum to the roofing and metal industry at the Florida
Roofing and Sheet Metal Expo (FRSA) in Daytona Beach. This
year’s event marked the 100th anniversary of the Expo.
“The FRSA is one of our favorite shows, and it’s right in our
backyard,” said Tara Faulkner, Business Development Manager for Metal Alliance LLC, a Titan Steel partner company
headquartered in Stuart, Fla. “We always learn so much
from our customers here, and this year we are thrilled to be
showcasing our newest product line for demanding coastal
applications.”
Tedlar is in stock, available in a range of colors, and has been
proven in highly corrosive outdoor applications for more
than 50 years around the world. It is extremely flexible,
chemically resistant, dirt-shedding, and does not support the
growth of mold or mildew. Metal Alliance provides this offering to the roofing industry with up to 50-year warranties
without coastal restrictions.
“Working with our partners at Metal Alliance and Titan Steel
has helped us bring this game-changing product to contractors and building owners all over the U.S.,” said Corynn
Sheridan, Global Marketing Director for DuPont Tedlar.
“One of the main reasons for customers to select Tedlar, in
addition to its best-in-class coastal performance, is the low
amount of maintenance required. Tedlar does not require a
freshwater rinse under warranty, and the color doesn’t fade
over decades of sun exposure,” Faulkner added.

Tedlar PVF film on aluminum ecently was exhibited to the roofing and
metal industry at the 100th Florida Roofing and Sheet Metal Expo (FRSA) in
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Tedlar products displayed at the Expo generated interest
among roofers, designers, and other attendees, who are navigating coating supply and performance challenges in coastal
areas. While touring the Metal Alliance booth, attendees
interacted with the product, previewed available colors, and
saw images depicting the longevity of Tedlar — including recent metal roof installations at a condominium at the Hilton
Head, SC coastline, and a resort in Jackson Hole, Wyo.
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Is Your Building Ready to Meet
Demanding Winter Conditions?
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Winter is right around the corner. With
the changing seasons comes freeze and thaw cycles, falling
pine needles and leaves, organic growth and harsh weather
conditions that can wreak havoc on a building or structure’s
exterior if not maintained properly. Conducting an annual
fall building inspection will help to identify potential maintenance issues before they become problematic and lead to
costly repairs for the owner.
“Maintenance of buildings or structures, whether it be the
interior or exterior, horizontal or vertical construction, or a
hi-rise or single-story, is a necessity across the country,” said
Bob Gender, Region Manager, Western Specialty Contractors.
“Many times a quick check today on your properties can help
save building owners and managers headaches during the
harsh winter months ahead when getting repairs done can
be complicated by low temperatures.”
Facility managers can protect their buildings and structures
throughout the winter by identifying a few red flags early
in the fall and addressing those problem areas quickly and
effectively before the winter sets in, says Gender.

An ineffective maintenance routine on a parking structure
can quickly lead to costly repairs and restorations that can be
disruptive to tenants and cause unexpected costs and safety
concerns.
All types of parking structures are subject to deterioration.
Western’s experts have identified five key indicators that
parking garage is in need of preventative maintenance: water leakage, ponding water, expansion joint failure, exposed
rebar, and delaminated, spalled or horizontally/vertically
cracked concrete.
An experienced concrete maintenance and restoration specialist can identify specific problem areas and recommend a
repair plan and maintenance schedule for the structure.
Preventing Unwanted Water Leakage
The exterior walls of a building can be a significant source
of unwanted water leakage. It’s easy to forget how many
openings are required in commercial building walls — from

Repairing and Protecting Concrete
In the winter, freeze and thaw cycles can cause big problems
with concrete structures. When water infiltrates concrete, it
can freeze, causing the water to occupy nine percent more
volume than in its liquid state. This expansion causes distress on the concrete, which can lead to fractures that will
continue to grow exponentially as saturation of the material
increases.

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:

A wide range of restoration, repair and reinforcing services
are offered by certified specialty contractors, such as estern Specialty Contractors, who can repair cracks, spalls, rust
spots, deterioration, potholes and heaves in concrete and
masonry. More often than not, concrete repairs are made
before they become a more serious or costly issue, but there
are measures that facility managers can take to actually prevent future damage. Applying hot-applied or below-grade
waterproofing and urethane or acrylic protective coatings to
traffic decks, pedestrian areas or exterior facades will extend
the life of the repair, protect adjacent areas that are currently in good condition and significantly improve the aesthetics
of the area treated.
For facilities with a concrete parking structure, the fall is an
ideal time to survey for damage. Vehicles regularly entering
parking garages leave water, oil and muck behind. Not to
mention salt and deicers tracked in during the winter months
that can corrode the structure’s concrete and steel support
system.

All corrosion, paint, coating and
material selection processes
Owner-centric project management
and oversight

Call to ﬁnd out more.
847.423.2167

www.chicagocorrosiongroup.com
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Dirt and deciduous matter from trees, if not cleared from gutters and downspouts, can lead to ponding water on roofs, which can cause leakage into
tenant spaces, as well as extensive roof damage.

plumbing and irrigation connections to lighting, HVAC
system elements, exhaust vents, air intakes, joints around
windows and doors, and fire alarms, to name a fe .
There are also unplanned holes caused by aging brick joints
that need re-pointing, vanishing sealants, damage from acid
rain and settling cracks. All wall penetrations provide easy
access for water, bugs, field mice, birds or other unwanted
pests to enter a building and cause damage.
Checking for changes in a building since last year is also
recommended. Do you have abandoned pipe penetrations
from a tenant upgrade? A new tenant demo? Or maybe just
a deteriorated building joint which can make the building
joint vulnerable to the elements and unwanted pests?

during this time of the year.
Decaying leaves, pine needles and dirt run-off can all contribute to ponding water and clogged gutters and downspouts,
which is why it is essential that all roof drains remain clear of
obstructions. In addition to the risk of water pouring into the
tenant spaces should a breach in the roof occur, the freezing
and thawing of ponding water during the fall and winter
months can cause extensive roof damage.
Make sure that all organic debris is completely removed from
gutters, downspouts and drains before the winter arrives.

If a building is seriously damaged, specialists may be needed
to bring a wall system back up to its expected performance
level. Regular inspections by the property manager or a
trained professional will help identify these potential problems early and save the owner money.
Protecting the Roof
The fall often brings falling leaves, pine needles and organic
growth on building roof tops. A commitment to good roof
maintenance practices can help facility managers avoid overflowing gutters, clogged downspouts and excessive ponding
water which can lead to costly roof, facade and foundation
damage. A weekly routine roof inspection is recommended
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WHAT A LOW-CHARGE

AMMONIA
CHILLER
SYSTEM
CAN DO

Wako Chemicals U.S.A. is a wholly owned subsidiary of FujiFilm. The facility, located in Richmond, Va., specializes in
production of antibodies, enzymes, molecular biology, and bio
and organic chemicals.
During a $35M plant expansion between 2017 and 2018, the facility’s primary R-22 process cooling chiller system was replaced
and upgraded. Before the expansion, chemical production processes within the plant required a nominal 67.5 tons of cooling
from a 5°F, 50 percent ethylene glycol solution with occasional
higher peak loading. One goal of the plant expansion was to
increase process cooling capacity suffici t to provide a level of
redundancy should the source require service.
“We needed to increase cooling capacity and provide a level of
redundancy,” said Daniel Frye, plant purchasing supervisor/business operations. “In addition to that, we needed extremely stable
cooling capacity.”
Cooling capacity for the main process loop was originally
provided by an R-22 chiller system. During the project’s initial
design process, the specifi ations called for an in-kind replacement, to include larger R-404A HFC chillers, since R-22 has been
phased out due to its high Global Warming Potential (GWP).
“I received a request for a quote from Wako’s consulting engineer, Richard Owen, senior processing engineer at Advanced
Process Systems,” said Chris Newman, partner at Midatlantic
Refrigeration. For 25 years, the rep fi m has focused chiefly on
industrial refrigeration.
“Wako is a longtime client of Advanced Process Systems, and
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Clockwise from right:
-The two 67.5-ton Evapcold LCR-C ammonia chiller packages are installed in a
mechanical building separate from the facility’s production space.
-The 67.5-ton Evapcold LCR-C ammonia chiller packages required minimal
space, each measuring 12’ 11 ¾” L x 6’ 8” W.
-Colonial Webb, a full-service industrial fi m with seven locations throughout
the mid-Atlantic, installed the entire ammonia chiller system.

Owen was an integral part of the entire plant expansion,” said
Newman. “His work wasn’t limited to the process loop.” For
nearly two decades, Advanced Process Systems has served clients
around the globe, providing manufacture of API (active pharmaceutical ingredient), specialty chemical and biofuel engineering
services.
“Owen originally sought replacement Freon equipment, but we
saw an opportunity to specify a natural refrigerant,” Newman
continued. “Given the need for 5°F process fluid temperatures,
we considered the possibility of installing an ammonia-based
system, even though this project was considering commercial
Freon equipment, not industrial. Owen was instrumental in
performing the original evaluation for the ammonia system vs.
a R-404A synthetic refrigerant system. Once the evaluation was
complete, it was the clear advantages of the Evapcold LCR-C
low-charge ammonia chiller that became evident.”
Low-C har ge Pa ck a ged A mmonia S ystems
Midatlantic Refrigeration represents a number of different manufacturers who supply components for stick-built, fi ld-erected
ammonia systems and complete, low-charge packaged ammonia
chiller systems. Newman specifies ne or the other based on the
application, but for Wako’s needs, he gravitated toward an Evapcold LCR-C low-charge packaged system made by EVAPCO.
The Evapcold LCR-C chiller product line includes over 200
models of self-contained ammonia chillers with available capacities between 20 TR to 400 TR, with the ability to provide fluid
temperatures between 5°F to 50°F. Each unit is completely piped,
wired and insulated for plug-and-play installation, including
starters and single-point 460V electrical connection. Variable
screw compressors provide effici t capacity control and partload operation. Th s provides a packaged solution and single-source responsibility in design, performance and operation.
These packaged systems offer numerous benefits over fi ld-erected ammonia systems and Freon chiller packages of similar
capacity, including lower energy consumption, especially in low
temperature glycol applications like that at Wako. In addition,
they are available with several optional accessories, such as the
fluid pumps mounted on the package, a waste heat recovery
system, outdoor enclosure package and multiple serviceability
options.
Contrary to Freon, ammonia has a 0 global warming potential
(GWP) and 0 ozone depletion potential (ODP). The natural
refrigerant is future-proof when compared to Freon systems
that are gradually being phased across the globe like what just
occurred with R-22.
(Continued on pg. 40)
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(Continued from pg. 39)

Packaged, low-charge ammonia systems typically reduce regulatory burden, at a time when regulations are increasing. Field-assembled ammonia systems frequently require 20 to 30 pounds
of ammonia per ton of capacity, while the Evapcold LCR-C
requires just one pound of ammonia per ton of refrigeration, on
average across the product line.
Energy savings over Freon or HFC chiller systems is achieved
in several ways. First, ammonia has a much higher isentropic
effici cy for the compression process, second the Evapcold
unit utilizes screw compressors, which are very effici t in
themselves, and third VFD’s are standard on the Evapcold screw
compressor(s) and provide great effici cy at part-load operation as well.
“The packaged ammonia system was specifi d in place of a
Freon or HFC system for its better industrial design and better
energy effici cy” said Owen.
After discussing the project at length with Owen, Newman
sent the original specifi ation to EVAPCO, expecting that the
company’s Evapcold LCR-C ammonia chillers might present the
perfect solution for the needs at Wako Chemical.
Discussions with EVAPCO resulted in a new submittal for
two, 67.5-ton Evapcold LCR-C ammonia chillers. The revised
specifi ation matched the chilled glycol conditions from the
original but was revised with ammonia as the refrigerant. Owen
and Newman presented the design to Frye, and Scott Cary, plant
manager at Wako.
“When we took the new submittal package to the customer, I expected some hesitation about switching from Freon to ammonia
due to lack of familiarity. They explained that there were already
several smaller ammonia systems in various places throughout
the plant, and they were familiar with its advantages, including
the energy effici cy of ammonia at such low operating temperatures. At low temperatures, Freon systems often struggle.
Ammonia equipment is meant to remain below freezing; exactly
what Wako needed.”

Another strength for the packaged LCR-C chiller system was
that Evapco provides comprehensive documentation with each
unit. Th s includes complete operating and maintenance procedures, training materials, a hazard review, all unit submittals and
drawings, rigging manuals, detailed information on electrical
panels and controls, as well as site-specific alculations for relief
valves and ventilation.
“The solution we provided with the LCR chiller was a pre-fabricated, pre-engineered, factory-tested product from a single
source,” said Newman. “We couldn’t have accomplished that
with a Freon system, let alone a fi ld-erected ammonia system.
Wako took total acceptance of the new specifi ation, and the
units were shipped in April of 2018.”
Rap id ins t all atio n
With dimensions of 12’ 11 ¾” L x 6’ 8” W, the Evapcold chiller
packages were installed in an existing utility building not far
from the processing plant, where the smaller R-22 chillers had
been located, even though the ammonia chillers have more
capacity than the R-22 chillers. Keeping the self-contained units
outside of the plant saves space within the main facility and
keeps all service and maintenance procedures separated from
processing or refrigerated spaces. It also eliminates ammonia
from the main facility.
“The chiller systems were piped to two existing pump skids and
hot-well cold-well tanks without requiring much rework,” said
Andy Brogan, sales engineer at ColonialWebb, a full-service
industrial fi m with branches providing construction, building
service, industrial refrigeration, manufacturing and building automation services from seven locations throughout the mid-Atlantic. “One skid for the process glycol loop side and one for the
condenser fluid loop, leading to an open-loop cooling tower.”
The cooling tower can provide 406 GPM of recirculated condenser water to the chillers. Condenser water enters the cooling
tower at 95°F and returns to the chillers at 85°F.
Glycol solution leaves the packaged chillers at 5°F, and returns to
the chillers at 15°F with a -1°F compressor suction temperature
for a total of 135 TR’s. Maximum fl wrate of solution through
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each chiller 194.2 GM, providing a total fl wrate of 388.4 GPM
to the process loop heat exchanger.

omitted from the Wako design because there wasn’t a need for
heat in this application.

The utility building features an independent relief header and
four ammonia detectors that alarm an ammonia leak over 100
ppm.

“Wako managers have been more than satisfi d with the new
system,” said Brogan. “The only change we’ve made was how the
system is monitored. Initially, we monitored suction pressure.
Now we’re monitoring the glycol loop temperature instead.”

“I conducted start-up and commissioning of the chillers,” said
Brogan. “Th s was the fi st Evapcold system I’ve worked on. I
wish more plants would go this direction for their refrigeration
needs. These units are user friendly, easily maintained, and
based on the quality of construction, they look like they’ll last
a long time. Being a critically charged, packaged system, there
aren’t an abundance of components scattered throughout the
facility. Everything is localized and easier to work on, which
mitigates the problems typical to ammonia systems.”
Brogan charged each unit with 80 pounds of ammonia, or 160
pounds for the whole system. Given the total cooling capacity of
135 tons, he was surprised to fi d that the system only required
1.18 pounds of ammonia per ton and was able to complete the
charge with a single 400 pound cylinder.
Immediate us e
Because Wako Chemical is a full production facility and there
was no backup cooling system for the old R-22 chiller system,
the new ammonia system was put into service immediately. Th s
occurred in August of 2018, and the system performed flawlessly.
The two identical units are almost entirely redundant. Brogan
explained that one system runs 24-7, while the second may
come on for an hour per day at the height of the summer. He
manually switches lead-lag positions monthly to keep the equipment lubricated and to balance runtime hours.
The LCR-C units specifi d for the Wako project did not include
a heat recovery system, which is an optional accessory that is
often included on ammonia chiller installations. In this type of
heat recovery system, waste heat can be salvaged from the Evapcold units and used in a variety of ways, like underfl or warming in cold storage spaces, process defrost, snowmelt, etc. It was

Pr o cess imp r ovement s
“In addition to better cooling and easier maintenance, we’re no
longer dependent on R-22 for the main process loop,” said Frye.
An ammonia system like this one has an inherent advantage as
well.” The COP of the new Evapcold low-charge NH3 chillers
is 2.49 at full load and the 5°F process temperature, while the
COP of a new alternate R-404A commercial chiller is 2.14; or
an 18 percent advantage for the low-charge ammonia system.
The energy advantage improves at part load as well due to the
variable speed driven screw compressors, all of which can lead
to signifi ant operational savings.
After more than two years in service, there has only been one
issue: A glycol valve became inoperable and needed to be replaced. Packaged systems like these allow Evapcold to provide
lower life-cycle costs due to decreased energy usage, lower refrigerant costs, improved compliance, clearly defi ed operation
and preventative maintenance procedures, and industrial grade
manufacturing and components.
“Th s was the easiest start-up I’ve witnessed in 30 years,” said
Newman. “I attribute that to the fact that with a fi ld-erected
system, you’re individually sourcing and commissioning all
system components. Th s entire system is pre-engineered, factory-built and factory tested. I don’t think there’s a more reliable
system available, or one that’s as easy to implement.”

Clockwise from left
-Despite a total nominal capacity of 135 tons, the Evapcold LCR-C ammonia
chiller packages only required an ammonia charge of 1.18 pounds.
-The chiller systems were piped to two existing pump skids and hot-well coldwell tanks.
-Scott Cary, plant manager at Wako, takes some readings.
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News

US Environmental Study Launched for
Thirty Meter Telescope

By Audrey McAvoy | Associated Press

HONOLULU (AP) — The National Science Foundation recently stated that it plans to conduct a study to evaluate the
environmental effects of building one of the world’s largest
optical telescopes on sites selected in Hawaii and Spain’s
Canary Islands.
The agency published a notice in the Federal Register of its
intentions to prepare an environmental impact statement for
the $2.65 billion Thirty Meter Telescope.
The telescope’s supporters have pursued plans to build it on
their preferred site on the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii’s
tallest mountain and one of the world’s best locations for
viewing the night sky, for over a decade. But there is strong
opposition from Native Hawaiians who consider the mountain’s summit sacred.
The National Science Foundation plans to host four meetings
on the Big Island of Hawaii in August. It said it won’t decide
on whether to fund the telescope until after it considers
public input, the environmental review, the project’s technical readiness and other factors.

entire U.S. astronomy community with access to the observatory.
“This ensures that the TMT tests the best ideas and does the
most important observations to contribute to understanding
where we are in the universe and how it works,” he said.
Telescope opponents criticized the new study, saying it will
force them take time away from their lives again to give
their views about the project, said Kealoha Pisciotta.
“Why don’t people accept our ‘no’ for the answer?” said Pisciotta, who is a spokesperson for the groups Mauna Kea Hui
and Mauna Kea Aina Hou that oppose the project.
In October, the U.S. astronomy community said in a report
that the National Science Foundation should invest in at least
one or two of a new class of observatories called Extremely
Large Telescopes being planned by U.S. institutions.

Protesters blocked construction crews in 2015 and 2019,
saying building a new telescope there would further defile a
site that they say has already been harmed by a dozen other
observatories.
The TMT International Observatory, the international consortium of scientists behind the project, has selected the Spanish
island of La Palma off Africa’s western coast as an alternate if
it cannot build in Hawaii.
The group completed an environmental study in 2010 that
was mandated by Hawaii law for construction on Mauna
Kea.
The National Science Foundation must conduct a new study
under U.S. law to invest in the project because it is part of
the federal government.
A report from the U.S. astronomy community last year said
TMT planned to obtain 30 percent of the project’s estimated
construction costs, or $800 million, from the U.S. government.
TMT is a partnership between the California Institute
of Technology, the University of California and government-backed research institutions in Canada, China, India
and Japan.
Robert P. Kirshner, TMT’s executive director, said in an
emailed statement that federal funding will provide the
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Telescopes are seen on the summit of Mauna Kea on Hawaii’s Big Island, on Aug. 31, 2015. The National Science Foundation said Tuesday, July 19, 2022,
that it plans to conduct a study to evaluate the environmental effects of building the Thirty Meter Telescope, one of the world’s largest optical telescopes,
on sites selected on Mauna Kea in Hawaii and Spain’s Canary Islands. (AP Photo/Caleb Jones, File)

TMT would cover the skies from the Northern Hemisphere.
The Giant Magellan Telescope project, to be built in Chile,
would observe the universe from the Southern Hemisphere.
U.S. astronomers included this recommendation in their oncein-a-decade analysis of their priorities and goals called the
Pathways to Discovery in Astronomy and Astrophysics for the
2020s.
The report said the success of at least one of these two projects — TMT or Magellan — was a critical priority due to their
“transformative scientific potential.” It concluded that having
at least one was “absolutely essential” for the U.S. to remain
a leader in ground-based astronomy.
When the U.S. government invests in a telescope, U.S.-based
astronomers get a share of the viewing time regardless of
where in the world it is built.
The European Southern Observatory, which is run by 16
European nations and partners with Chile and Australia, has
already started building its own Extremely Large Telescope in
Chile. It’s expected to start observations in 2027.

BULLOCK, LOGAN &
ASSOCIATES
SERVING CHICAGOLAND SINCE 1990

TRUST YOUR EQUIPMENT WITH THE
HEAT TRANSFER SPECIALISTS!
• Cooling Tower Repair
• Improve Efficiency & Performance
• Solutions for Ease of Maintenance
• Preventative Maintenance to Minimize
Emergency Shutdowns

CALL FOR A FREE INSPECTION!

www.bullocklogan.com
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News

Natural Gas Services Group Announces
Commitment to Electrification of
Compression Fleet
MIDLAND, Texas (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Natural Gas Services
Group, Inc. (the “Company” or “NGS”), a leading provider
of gas compression technology to the energy industry, has
announced that, as a component of its ongoing commitment
to environmental stewardship and to become a leader in
energy transition efforts, a program to convert up to 100
compressor packages from combustible gas engines to electric motors over the course of the next three to six months.
The initial conversions will focus on repurposing existing
compression packages in the 200-250 horsepower range,
where the Company believes there is significant demand for
electric units.
“As we position NGS to become a leader in the energy
transition, we are excited to become one of the first public
compression companies to commit to the electrification of
a significant portion of our compression fleet,” said Joh
Chisholm, Interim President and Chief Executive Officer of
the Company. “Not only does this initial electrification co mitment stand in support of our commitment of reducing
our carbon footprint by reducing greenhouse emissions, it
also addresses growing demand from our clients for electric compression options. It also allows us to reinvent and
redeploy equipment on terms that we believe will provide a
meaningful contribution to revenue, EBITDA and cash flo .”
According to an August 2020 study prepared by the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (SWEEP) and the Colorado
Energy Office, there are several advantages of choosing
electric drives over gas engine compressor drives. Electric
drives cost less to install, and they reduce annual operating
costs significantl . Electric-driven natural gas compressors are
also more energy-efficient and reduce methane emissions
and net CO2 emissions compared to natural gas engine-driven compressors. (Southwest Energy Efficiency Project & the
Colorado Energy Office, Energy Efficiency and Electrifi tion Best Practices for Oil and Gas Production,” August 2020,
p.6, et seq.)
Data indicate that a 200hp compressor powered by a combustion engine emits significant levels of CO2 over the course
of a year, versus only negligible direct emissions from a
similar compressor powered by an electric motor. In addition,
the operating and maintenance costs of an electric compressor can be more than 25 percent below that of a comparable
gas-fired engine-driven compresso . While electric compression requires the presence of stable, reliable electricity on
location — something not available in all hydrocarbon-producing fields — availability of power continues to improve

across key basins and will continue to spread as operators
demand more electric applications. The electrification of a
current combustion engine compressor (200-250hp) is expected to cost approximately $45,000-$60,000 and take up to one
month to complete. Funding for the conversions will come
from cash on hand.
“Our commitment to this phase of compression electrific tion is just the first step in a series of strategic initiatives NGS
is considering to address the demands of our clients, solidify
our position as a leader in the energy transition, improve
our equipment utilization through reinvention and reapplication, and demonstrate our commitment to finding ways
to continuously improve our commitment to environmental
stewardship,” concluded Chisholm. “While these initiatives
and their positive effects will not occur overnight, the alignment of the needs of our clients, returns to our shareholders and a positive effect on the environment should prove
meaningful as we conclude 2022 and into the New Year. We
will continue to collaborate with our clients regarding demand for new compression technologies with an eye toward
accelerating our commitment to electrification, the energy
transition and environmental stewardship, all the while
remaining focused on our commitment to become a major
player in large horsepower compression.”
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Solar Farm Planned at Closed Louisiana
Coal Power Plant Site
PINEVILLE, La. (AP) — A Louisiana utility and a New Yorkbased renewable energy company say a big solar farm will be
built near a coal-fired Louisiana plant that closed last yea .
Cleco Power and D.E. Shaw Renewable Investments LLC have
a long-term agreement under which Shaw Renewable will
build a 240-megawatt solar installation and Cleco will buy
power from it, according to a news release.

GOT A STORY TO TELL?

Cleco said in federal filings that if the Louisiana Public Service
Commission approves the Dolet Hills Solar Project, it hopes
the $250 million solar farm will provide power by 2025, The
Advocate reported.
It will use the power plant’s grid connection, a Cleco spokesperson said.
“This solar project is another step forward in Cleco’s journey
to becoming Louisiana’s leading clean energy company,” Bill
Fontenot, president and CEO of Cleco Corporate Holdings in
Pineville, said in the news release. “This project continues our
efforts to reduce our carbon footprint while affordably and
reliably serving our customers.”
About 55 percent of Cleco’s power in 2021 came from natural
gas, and less than 2 percent from renewable sources, according to the newspaper.
In April, the company said $9 million in federal money will
cover three-quarters of the cost of an engineering design
study for a proposed $900 million carbon capture and storage
project.

Call Chief Engineer at
708-293-1720 or email
editor@chiefengineer.org,
and let us know about your
project, product, service, or
other industry news!

The solar project will create enough power for about 45,000
homes, the news release said.
Shaw now has nearly 700 megawatts in construction and contracted clean power projects in Louisiana, the statement said.
In February, Shaw announced an agreement with Southwestern Electric Power Co. to buy power from a 72.5-megawatt
Caddo Parish solar farm expected to come online in late 2024.
The 650-megawatt lignite plant in Mansfield was one of
Louisiana’s last coal plants, The Advocate reported last year.
It was built in 1986, powered by coal from a nearby mine,
and was jointly owned by Pineville-based Cleco Power and
SWEPCO.
Cleco Power serves 291,000 customers in 24 parishes. It owns
nine power plants able to put out 3,035 megawatts, 1,335
miles of transmission lines and 12,152 miles of distribution
lines.

www.chiefengineer.org
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News

Comau To Deliver High-Speed
Automation Solutions For Multiple
Hydrogen Energy Providers
Comau is working with multiple clients in different parts
of the world to automate the production of fuel cells and
electrolyzers.
By leveraging its knowledge and expertise in electrification
and renewable energies, Comau is helping facilitate the
creation of reliable, zero-emission power. It is doing so by
developing a proprietary solutions portfolio to automate key
process steps, including cell preparation and stacking, leak
testing and more, as part of its commitment to lowering the
price point of fuel cell and electrolyzer manufacturing.
In China, for example, Comau is collaborating with Shanghai
Hydrogen Propulsion Technology (SHPT), a leading hydrogen fuel cell company, to provide an advanced production

line for its hydrogen fuel cell stack. Similarly, among other
projects, the company is pursuing opportunities to design,
produce and sell hydrogen solutions for light- and heavy-duty vehicles, an electrolyzer manufacturing pilot project in the
EMEA region, and opportunities in Oceania.
All of these projects aim to industrialize the largely manual manufacturing environment, which will both scale-up
production volumes and increase the quality of the high-precision process. Automation can also reduce operating costs
by up to 20 percent, according to internal estimates, thanks
in part to the increased precision and the reduced burden of
cleanroom security measures.
Taking a closer look at the hydrogen project in China, SHPT is

Comau is integrating its advanced technology and automation expertise to manage the assembly and production of fuel cell components and electrolyzers.
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a holding subsidiary of SAIC Motor, whose hydrogen fuel cell
products are widely used in passenger cars, buses, light, medium and heavy trucks, forklifts, trailers and for many other
applications. Hydrogen fuel cell and electrolyzer technologies
can also be extended to distributed power generation and
cogeneration, as well as ships, aviation and other non-automotive sectors.
Comau’s collaboration with SHPT for the fuel cell stack production line represents the company’s first project in China in
the hydrogen energy field. As part of the project, Comau will
develop and deploy its proprietary high-speed, high-precision
multi-axis stacking technology to simultaneously perform
a series of pole piece stacking operations. With delivery
scheduled for the end of 2022, the state-of-the-art solution
manages the pick-up, code scanning, secondary positioning,
and shell loading, all within 4 seconds. As such, Comau will
help SHPT achieve several of its production goals, including
improving its annual stack production capacity, via the fully
automating stacking stations.
According to internal estimates, which are based on data
provided by IEA and IHS, Comau predicts hydrogen use will
double over the next decade, largely driven by new applications such as mobility and energy storage. Green Hydrogen
generation will also boost the demand for electrolyzers, from
an estimated 120 MW installed in 2020 to more than 20 GW
expected in 2030. In terms of fuel cells, Comau estimates the
market will grow exponentially, from a few thousand fuel
cell units deployed in 2020 to 1.2M units by 2030, equivalent
to more than 100 GW of hydrogen energy.
“Comau has a strong reputation and expertise in the new
energy vehicle industry and is known for providing comprehensive automation and electrification solutions,” mentioned
SHPT’s manufacturing engineering manager. “We hope that
the collaboration on this project will make our production
process more flexible and efficient, and to ensure that ou
fuel cells continue to be of excellent quality.”
“In partnering with industry-leading hydrogen fuel cell
companies such as SHPT, we are providing both design for
manufacturing services and innovative solutions that help
them enjoy a greater market advantage,” added Nicole Clement, Chief Marketing Officer of Comau. “These collaborations
also reconfirm Comau s continued investment and further
expansion in the field of electrification, thus helping creat
more sustainable mobility in the future.”
“We are pleased to partner with an industry-leading fuel
cell company to provide innovative solutions that empower
SHPT’s products with a greater market advantage,” said Gaetano Cantalupo, Apac Cluster Leader of Comau.
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Member News

Motion Announces Senior Vice President
Appointment
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – Motion Industries, Inc., a leading
distributor of maintenance, repair and operation replacement parts, and a premier provider of industrial technology
solutions, is pleased to announce that Lisa Solomon has been
promoted to Senior Vice President – Corporate Accounts.

Originally from Michigan, Ms. Solomon graduated from
Central Michigan University with a Bachelor of Liberal Arts in
Broadcasting, Communications and Marketing.

Ms. Solomon joined the Company in 2015 as a Business
Development Manager focused on an automotive industry
account, before transitioning the same year into an Automotive Specialist role concentrating on a different automotive
account. In 2016, she expanded her role to a Corporate Accounts Manager overseeing the entire automotive segment.
In 2021, Ms. Solomon was promoted to Area Vice President –
Corporate Accounts, leading a team of 16 sales professionals
in the Central Group.
In her new role, Ms. Solomon will lead all of Motion’s Corporate Accounts in North America, plus other Company teams,
including the Corporate Accounts Support group, Corporate
Accounts Development, P2MRO, Onsite Solutions, Energy
Services and International Sales. She will report directly to
James Howe, Executive Vice President – eCommerce, Sales
Excellence, Strategic Pricing and Corporate Accounts.
“Lisa has been very successful in the Area Vice President role
and has emerged as a peer leader for our AVPs across North
America,” said Mr. Howe. “Her leadership and significant
experience will further strengthen Corporate Accounts and
maximize growth potential. She is well-deserving of her new
and expanded position.”
“Lisa is a talented executive with a wealth of experience
and drive,” Motion’s President, Randy Breaux, said. “We’re
excited to see her lead Motion’s Corporate Accounts to new
heights.”

Lisa Solomon
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Techline

Aerial Firefighters Adopt Virtual Reality
Flight Simulators for Training
BOZEMAN, Mont. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Bridger Aerospace
Group, LLC (Bridger) has partnered with Pretoria Engineering (Pretoria) to develop a virtual reality aerial firefightin
training program. Aerial firefighting pilots are required t
fly in complex environments. Howeve , replicating training
for those conditions is impossible outside of flying on a fire
Bridger will offer its pilots a virtual training environment to
better prepare for flight in challenging wildfire condition
and terrain.
Founded in 1994, Pretoria specializes in custom aircraft simulator design. In 2019, Pretoria launched its flagship project,
“Sim Your Plane.” The program links a virtual reality headset
and customized sensor kits to flight controls, converting pe sonal aircraft into realistic flight simulators
“Pretoria is a great partner for Bridger. Like us, they are a
young, ambitious company trying to elevate the future of
aviation training,” said Rob Dewar, VP of Flight Operations
at Bridger Aerospace.
Pretoria is creating digital versions of Bridger’s fleet, a lowing pilots to train in a realistic environment. They are
designing the plug-in for X-Plane 12 that will integrate
Bridger’s aircraft and the ability to fly aerial firefighti
missions. “Once it is released, X-Plane 12 will be the most
realistic flight simulator engine ever made,” said Dewa . “We
are working directly with the developers of X-Plane as alpha
testers, fine-tuning the physics and control of the aircraft on
the water.”
The unconventional mission requirements and weather
features associated with aerial firefighting create variou
challenges when attempting to simulate realistic flight cha acteristics. To design the most accurate environment, Pretoria is working directly with Bridger pilots to replicate flight
characteristics in the aerial firefighting missio
Bridger and Pretoria will use a mixed-reality environment
with pass-through technology to integrate the flight env ronment and the physical world. “With mixed-reality technology, crews can merge their real world with their virtual
world,” said Dewar. “For example, when pilots need to make
a note on their kneeboard, they can see their hands, pen,
notebook and handwritten notes through the VR headset.
Traditional VR hardware doesn’t offer this real-world integration, making mixed reality a game changer for aviation
training.”
With its multi-user capability, Bridger’s portable training simulators will allow pilots across the globe to interact virtually
and train together. Simulator capabilities will enable individuals in separate locations to pilot and co-pilot the same

Bridger Aerospace and Pretoria Engineering have created a virtual aerial
fi efighting envi onment to train pilots for flying in wildfire conditions.

aircraft virtually. Pilots can also re-fly previous missions or
train for current wildfires, replicating the fire landscape an
behavior.
The multiplayer plug-in will allow crews to practice communication protocols from home using a portable training
station. With a Bridger instructor, two or more individuals
can train in the same environment simultaneously. The technology can handle both local and online multiplayer, and any
number of aircraft and crew positions can be added to the
training environment.
Pretoria is designing the wildfire landscape with adjustable
features such as fire size, wind direction, speed of growth, intensity and smoke behavior. Customizable fire scenarios will
portray real-life conditions, and the instructor can manipulate wildfires for training purposes.
Instead of using the traditional classroom or sandbox instruction, Bridger is building a new, innovative approach to
training aerial firefighters. This new method will be a critica
advancement for the industry. By offering virtual teaching
methods for aerial firefighting, pilots will be immersed in
wildfire environment that will help prepare them to fly safe
and more effectively.
Bridger Aerospace is an aerial firefighting company based i
Belgrade, Mont. The company invests in technologies providing critical fire data to support frontline firefighters, and fers a complete solution for aerial wildland firefighting wit
its Air Attack, Super Scooper, and UAV aircraft. The company
is committed to improving collaborations, strategies, and
technologies to protect human life, property, and habitat.
Bridger Aerospace serves federal, state and municipal government entities, and other public and private organizations
and clients.
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Johnson Controls acquires Tempered
Networks
CORK, Ireland, Johnson Controls, the global leader for
smart, healthy, and sustainable buildings, acquired zero trust
cybersecurity provider Tempered Networks, based in Seattle,
Washi. Tempered Networks has created ‘Airwall’ technology,
an advanced self-defense system for buildings that enables
secure network access across diverse groups of endpoint
devices, edge gateways, cloud platforms and service technicians. It represents a step-change in operational technology
built on secure transmission pipelines to ensure buildings
data exchanges and service actions can only take place
between people and devices that are continuously authenticated.
The acquisition gives Johnson Controls the capability to
provide zero trust security within the fabric of its OpenBlue
secure communications stack, advancing its vision of enabling
fully autonomous buildings that are inherently resilient to
cyberattack.

Johnson Controls’ acquisition of Tempered Networks enables it to use zerotrust-based Airwall technology to secure building data from edge to cloud.

How Airwall Works
Tempered Networks Airwall technology uses the Host Identity Protocol and a cloud-based policy orchestration platform
to create new overlay networks built on encrypted and
authenticated communication. The policy manager — aka
the conductor — enforces configured digital policies that
control connections within the cloaked overlay system. The
default position for the policy manager is “zero trust,” i.e.,
only allowing connections between continuously authenticated and authorized entities. Once a communicating device
authenticates itself correctly, an encrypted tunnel is created
through which data flows. The advantages of this cybersec rity technique are as follows:

•
•
•

The creation of an always-on and software-defined security
perimeter protecting device-to-device, device-to-cloud and
device-to-user interactions.
Airwall achieves this by using Host Identity Protocol to
create a cloaked and micro-segmented network which
overlays a building’s existing network infrastructure, making the solution also highly cost-effective.
A new level of authentication for connected building
systems is created, allowing for greater system automation
of functions such as heating and cooling, lighting, security
and airflows

“When it comes to buildings, we must create easily implementable cybersecurity defenses as we’re often dealing with
critical infrastructure, including assets such as data centers
and hospitals,” said Vijay Sankaran, vice president and chief
technology office , Johnson Controls. “Tempered Networks
Airwall approach is purpose-built for our sector as it’s designed around principles of zero trust, securing device communications as data moves between devices and the cloud —

so enabling remote building optimization in the most trusted
way possible.”
Technology Integration
Tempered Networks Airwall technology is being integrated
into Johnson Controls OpenBlue platform which is increasingly recognized as a leading smart building software platform with advanced AI-enabled building management capabilities. OpenBlue provides a flexible computing approach for
converging building technologies and making those technologies more insightful, powerful and optimized through
edge AI, and through full machine learning in the cloud. The
ultimate goal is to make all buildings smarter, healthier and
more sustainable.
The acquisition of Tempered Networks builds on the previously announced selection of the company as a core component of Johnson Controls OpenBlue platform and services.
The integration of Tempered Networks’ security technology
further builds on other recent acquisitions, including Foghorn, whose technology is taking the company’s edge AI
capability to new levels for compute-constrained devices. It
also complements partnerships with Pelion and DigiCert to
provide advanced secure device management and digital
trust for smart-building technology.
Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
To learn more about Johnson Controls’ approach to cybersecurity, please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com/cybersolutions.
See an explanation video for Tempered Networks Airwall
technology at bit.ly/3BH5x81.
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Techline

SkyWater Technology Chooses Purdue
Discovery Park District for $1.8B
Semiconductor Fabrication Facility
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — The announcement Wednesday,
July 20, by SkyWater Technology, that it plans to open a $1.8
billion state-of-the-art semiconductor manufacturing facility
in Discovery Park District at Purdue University marks a huge
step forward for the American semiconductor industry, Purdue’s thriving innovation district and the university’s continued emergence as one of the principal drivers of the Indiana
economy.
SkyWater, which expects to create 750 new direct jobs within
five years after it opens, joins the likes of Saab, Rolls-Royce,
major facilities and partnerships in hypersonics, Schweitzer
Engineering Laboratories, Wabash, MediaTek and others in
Discovery Park District, one of the most attractive and innovative environments in the Midwest.
“Today’s announcement marks a dramatic advance toward
multiple strategic goals of Purdue’s last decade: Enriched
academic and career opportunities for our students, new
research possibilities for our faculty, a transformed, more
attractive environment on and adjacent to our campus, and
the latest demonstration that Purdue and Greater Lafayette
are now the hot new tech hub of a growing, diversifying
Indiana economy,” said Purdue President Mitch Daniels.
“Even for the place that specializes in them, this constitutes a
genuine giant leap.”
“Trusted microelectronics are a centerpiece of NSWC Crane’s
mission and absolutely essential to Department of Defense
sensor and weapon systems,” Dr. Angie Lewis, (SES), NSWC
Crane technical director, added. “Creating domestic capability for fabrication of trusted microelectronics such as the

SkyWater presence in the Purdue Discovery Park offers great
opportunity to secure trusted microelectronics.”
Discovery Park District, a 400-acre, mixed-use development
adjacent to Purdue University’s West Lafayette campus, provides investing companies access to Purdue faculty experts
in the semiconductor field, highly sought-after graduates
prepared to work in the industry and vast Purdue research
resources. In just its fourth year of existence, Discovery Park
District offers proximity and access to interstate and state
highways, and all the advantages of Indiana’s highly ranked
business climate. Hundreds of jobs have been added to the
local and regional economy, with companies choosing to
locate next to the university’s cutting-edge research facilities, collaborators and primary investigators; a large-scale,
high-quality talent pipeline; excellent cost of living; and
business operations with access to the Wabash River’s strong
water supply.
The unique town-gown collaboration that resulted in the
redevelopment of West Lafayette’s State Street corridor was
the key first step in creating Discovery Park District. With this
new investment from SkyWater, the funds needed to pay
off the obligations to the 231 Purdue TIF district, created as
part of the State Street project, will be in hand more than a
decade in advance.
Doing its part to address the global semiconductor shortage
has been a priority at Purdue. In May, Purdue launched a
comprehensive set of interdisciplinary degrees and credentials in semiconductors and microelectronics. The Semiconductor Degrees Program (SDP), the suite of innovative Pur-
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SkyWater Technology recently announced its plans to open a $1.8 billion state-of-the-art semiconductor manufacturing facility in Purdue University’s
Discovery Park District.

due degrees and credentials, will educate both graduate and
undergraduate students, in residence and online, enabling a
quick ramp-up of skilled talent. In late June, Purdue began
a partnership with MediaTek Inc., a leading global fabless
chipmaker, to open the company’s first semiconductor chip
design center in the Midwest, to be housed in Discovery Park
District.

development, operations engineering, maintenance and
technical support, and technicians.

The United States developed microchip technology in the
1950s, and its manufacturing output was 37 percent of the
total global output in 1990. However, as manufacturing
moved to East Asia — countries including China, Japan,
South Korea and Taiwan — the U.S. global output of semiconductor manufacturing fell to 12 percent in 2021. The shift
could lead to problems in the digital economy if the supply
chain is disrupted.
As a solution, the U.S. Congress introduced the Creating
Helpful Incentives to Produce Semiconductors for America
Act, or CHIPS for America Act, on June 11, 2020. It supports
the nation’s research and development, manufacturing and
supply chain security of semiconductors.
Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb praised the introduction of the
CHIPS for America Act and urged Congress to fund it. He has
noted the state’s strength in advanced manufacturing, the
strategic partnership with the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Crane to assure trusted microelectronics, and a Department
of Defense initiative led by Purdue University to develop
workforce talent in the semiconductors industry.
Building the new 600,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art
semiconductor manufacturing facility, which includes 100,000
square feet of cleanroom space, will depend on SkyWater
receiving funds from the CHIPS Act. American jobs created
will focus on research and design engineering, technology
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Techline

Garlock Enters Wireless
Communications Industry With
WavePro®
PALMYRA, N.Y. — Garlock has announced the launch of
WavePro, a new, made-to-order, low-loss dielectric material for antennas. The news comes after an overwhelmingly
positive response to the official release of WavePro in June at
the International Microwave Symposium in Denver, Colorado. Garlock is a division of EnPro Industries, Inc., a leading
industrial technology company offering critical applications
in secular growth markets.
“Thanks to our innovative research, development and manufacturing processes, WavePro is customizable to suit numerous customer applications while maintaining critical dielectric
and structural properties,” said Jim Drago, Principal Applications Engineer for Garlock. “WavePro reduces cost and
complexity by removing the need for any etching, machining, or molding steps during the manufacturing process. The
result is a high-performing solution that will offer customers
reliability in the most extreme environments. At Garlock, we
do not compromise product quality in any way.”

“Customers rely on our capabilities in engineering materials
and developing innovative processing techniques that bring
lasting solutions across sectors. WavePro is our answer to
a specific need that we have identified within the wireles
communications industry.”
Garlock, known as an industry leader for designing and manufacturing high-performance, American-made sealing solutions across markets, will lean on the strength of its domestic
supply chain and advanced materials capabilities to produce
WavePro components for its customers once the products
are officially for sale. Prospective customers can now request
samples to see how WavePro can positively impact their
design processes.
To learn more, and to request a WavePro product sample,
visit https://waveproantenna.com/
For additional information about Garlock, visit their website
at https://www.garlock.com/

WavePro is engineered for use in wireless antennas and
components such as phase shifters and couplers for RF/millimeter wave applications. Its precise formulation provides
a low-loss factor, superior mechanical and thermal stability,
and a smooth surface profile. This enables RF designers using
WavePro in their manufacturing and design processes to
achieve smaller and lighter antenna designs with increased
bandwidth.
“As experts in polymer engineering, Garlock is constantly exploring new applications to leverage our time-tested product
development and process expertise”, said Sherwin Damdar,
Director of Product Management & Innovation for Garlock.

Garlock’s WavePro material is engineered for use in wireless antennas, and
provides a low-loss factor, excellent mechanical and thermal stability, as well
as a smooth surface profile
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TeamViewer and Siemens to Innovate in
the Product Lifecycle Management Space
with Augmented Reality Solutions
TAMPA BAY, Fla. — TeamViewer, a leading global provider of
remote connectivity and workplace digitalization solutions,
has announced a new strategic partnership with Siemens
Digital Industries Software to bring the power of TeamViewer’s enterprise AR platform Frontline to Siemens’ Teamcenter® software, a leading Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) solution from the Siemens Xcelerator portfolio. This
collaboration allows Siemens’ global customers to improve
their product development process based on immersive experiences with interactive, 3D content connected to the digital
twin of a product. The 3D models of products can be easily
modified, enabling more teams across the product lifecycle
to collaborate, thus driving more informed product decisions
and innovation.
“We are very excited to collaborate with Siemens in the PLM
space and to help their customers to increase their productivity, efficiency and process qualit ,” Oliver Steil, CEO of
TeamViewer, said. “This strategic partnership underlines
once more our leading position in cutting-edge technologies
such as AR and MR, and our relevance in the global tech
ecosystem, which is a major driver for our growing enterprise
business.”

TeamViewer has partnered with Siemens to bring the power of its Fronline
AR platform to Siemens’ Teamcenter softwear.

“Providing our customers with rich, immersive experiences
is key to broadening the adoption of the executable digital
twin,” added Tony Hemmelgarn, CEO and President, Siemens
Digital Industries Software. “Our collaboration with TeamViewer brings another way for our community of designers,
engineers and managers to engage with their product data
using the latest interactive Mixed Reality technology.”
The spatial module within TeamViewer’s enterprise AR
platform Frontline enables employees wearing mixed reality
smart glasses, such as the Microsoft HoloLens, to execute
tasks in a more intuitive, interactive way by providing them
with digital information, three-dimensional elements, and
multimedia content in an augmented or mixed reality environment. Virtual information or holograms are placed on top
of objects in the real world to enrich each employee’s reality
for visual process guidance. Thanks to the built-in no-code
editor, process owners can easily manage and update the
underlying workflows without including their IT department
— for example, create digital twins from CAD model data.
With the added TeamViewer Frontline Spatial module in
Siemens’ Teamcenter, organizations can leverage their existing investment in CAD and PLM for increased productivity,
efficienc , and quality throughout the product development
process and in aftermarket service and maintenance.
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New Products

Taco Introduces 0026e ECM HighEfficiency Circulator
Taco Comfort Solutions® has expanded their family of easy
to use, high-efficiency ECM circulators with the addition of
the 0026e. With a maximum of 26 feet of head and 44 GPM,
the new variable-speed circulators offer up to 85 percent
energy savings over a conventional circulator.
These circulators are available with cast iron or NSF/ANSI 61
& 372 certified stainless-steel volutes, ideal for either closed
loop heating systems or domestic hot water systems. The
circulator offers a convenient, rotatable control box for a
professional look, no matter the orientation of the installed
circulator.
The easily installed, easily programmed 0026e circulator
features five simple settings: lo , medium, high, Taco’s
exclusive activeADAPT® self-adjusting proportional pressure,
and 0-10v control. Its variable speed performance curves are
equivalent to Taco’s 0010, 0011, 0012, 0012 and 0014 models. Ideal for large residential and light commercial hydronic
heating, chilled water cooling and domestic hot water systems. The circulator is dual-voltage 115V/230V and the 6.5”
rotated flange-to-flange dimension retrofits most circulato
in its class.
The new circulator includes exclusive features that make
Taco’s ECM high-efficiency circulators easy to use, including
SureStart® automatic unblocking and air purging, BIO Barrier® black iron oxide protection, dual electrical knockouts,
six-inch stranded leads, and recessed flange nut-grabbers for
easier fit up
For more information, visit www.TacoComfort.com

Taco Comfort Solutions’ 0026e ECM circulator is ideal for light commercial hydronic heating and chilled water cooling, as well as domestic water
systems.

GOT A STORY TO TELL?
Call Chief Engineer at 708-293-1720 or email
editor@chiefengineer.org, and let us know
about your project, product, service, or other
industry news!
www.chiefengineer.org
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Stainless Steel Ejector Pins Withstand
Acid Fire-Resistant Vapors and Gas
A complete line of stainless-steel ejector pins for processing
plastics with highly abrasive and corrosive fillers has been
introduced by Regal Components, Inc. of East Providence, R.I.
Regal INOX Type Stainless Steel Ejector Pins are made from
17Cr stainless steel, hardened through to 52-55 Rc, with
heads drawn to 40-45 Rc, and are capable of hot working up
to 500°C. Providing high wear resistance, they are ideal for
processing plastics with abrasive and corrosive fillers where
acid fire-resistant vapors, additive, and molding gas may be
present.
Ideally suited for molding PVC in the medical and food industries, Regal INOX Type Stainless Steel Ejector Pins withstand
surface treatment or coating at temperatures higher than
200°C. (TiN nitriding, etc.) Featuring excellent dimensional
stability, these 17Cr stainless steel ejector pins provide good
machinability and are suitable for polished finishes
Regal INOX Type Stainless Steel Ejector Pins are priced from
$4.25 each, depending on size and quantity, with no minimum order; shipped from stock.
For more information contact Regal Components, Inc., Derek
Coelho, VP Sales, 10 Almeida Ave., East Providence, RI 02914,
call (727) 299-0800, FAX (727) 499-7109, email
sales@regalcomps.com, or visit www.regalcomps.com.

Regal’s INOX Type Stainless Steel Ejector Pins are made from 17Cr stainless
steel, and are capable of hot working up to 500°C.
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New Products

SENSERT™: Affordable, Diverse WholePlant Remote Monitoring is Here
ATC Diversified Electronics, a trusted name for decades in
plant automation, motor protection, electrical safety and
power quality, has introduced scalable technology that
makes it possible to remotely monitor critical processes for a
wide range of conditions. SENSERT remote monitoring and
alert system sets up easily, is affordable, and uses your existing sensors — there’s no committing to costly, proprietary
sensors.

for a limited number of condition types, SENSERT measures
many. It does so using any sensors in the appropriate milliamp/volt parameters, while offering true wireless, remote,
online capability. Plus, SENSERT is a surprisingly affordable
option and easy to set up. Anyone with very basic electrical
knowledge can go from the box to receiving data in less
than an hour.
For more information, visit www.sensertio.com.

A variety of sensors can be hardwired directly to the SENSERT
base unit or wirelessly connected via the SENSERT remote
I/O for true wireless, remote, online capability. Sensor data
is monitored in real time, and alerts are triggered based on
customizable thresholds, easily configurable through the
SENSERT mobile app or Web portal. Each channel can be
configured for a high and low threshold value as well as
custom alerts. Perhaps best of all, SENSERT works with any
commercially available 0-20 milliamp, 4-20 milliamp, 0-5-volt
or 0-10-volt sensors.
SENSERT is engineered to monitor sensors in critical processes
and provide alerts to the user in numerous environments. It
can monitor a vast range of conditions including level, temperature, pressure, flow and current — as well as vibration,
presence of voltage, and others.
The system can immediately impact multiple, diverse industries with endless potential applications within these industries: water/wastewater, agriculture, oil and gas, communications, manufacturing, electronics, medical, industrial,
electricity, food and beverage, and more.

ATC Diversified Elect onics’ SENSERT remote monitoring offers easy operation, customizable thresholds, and can employ any sensor.

SENSERT is a modular approach to whole-plant remote process measurement and monitoring. Where traditional condition monitoring systems are often siloed and only monitor
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PolyPhaser Expands Its Line of 7/16
DIN Quarter-Wave Surge Protectors
IRVINE, Calif. — PolyPhaser, an Infinite Electronics brand and
an industry-leading provider of RF and data surge protection, filtering and grounding solutions, has introduced a new
quarter-wave RF surge protector to guard equipment from
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and power surges caused by
lightning or other strong electrical changes.
The new QWP-DMDF-ER coaxial surge protector offers an
extended frequency range, supporting 555 MHz to 4.5 GHz
while suppressing DC surge. This broadband performance
makes it perfect for applications including CBRS networks,
cellular networks, DAS, emergency response systems and public safety systems. Additionally, this new 7/16 DIN surge protector incorporates quarter-wave stub technology to protect
equipment at up to 200 watts of maximum input power.

PolyPhaser’s new new low-pim coaxial RF surge protector supports frequencies up to 4.5 GHz.

This co-ax surge protector features a male 7/16-inch DIN input
and a female 7/16 DIN output. It has low let-through energy
and supports low passive intermodulation (PIM) levels up to
160 dBc, along with a DC block topology.
“Our new extended range 7/16 DIN RF surge protector
provides a high-performance, low let-through energy solution,” Product Line Manager Dan Rebeck said. “It allows
our customers to maximize the reliability of their CBRS and
cellular networks, and ensures critical communication systems
continue operating through potentially damaging lightning
storms.”
PolyPhaser’s new 7/16 DIN quarter-wave RF surge protector
is in stock and available for immediate shipment. This new
product is an addition to an existing line of 7/16 DIN surge
protectors offered by PolyPhaser.
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New Products

Large Sapphire Windows Protect Sensors
From High-Speed Particulates
Custom-fabricated large sapphire windows for use in protecting electronic sensors and vison systems on the outboard
surface of aircraft and drones have been introduced by Meller Optics, Inc. of Providence, R.I.

are also offered.
Meller Large Sapphire Windows are priced according to configuration and quantit . Price quotations are available upon
request.

Meller Large Sapphire Windows exhibit Mohs 9 hardness
which is second only to diamond and are optically clear to
provide a protective outer surface for electronic sensors and
vison systems. Fabricated in different shapes and sizes up to
10" dia., depending upon the diameter to thickness aspect
ratio, they feature transmission from the UV to IR (270 nm to
4.7 microns).
Exhibiting flatness to 1/10th wave in the visible and less
than 2 arc sec. in/in. parallelism with finishes from 60-40 to
40-20 scratch-dig, depending upon size and construction,
Meller Large Sapphire Windows can withstand fast moving
dirt, sand, water, and most chemicals. Sapphire domes and
hyper-hemispherical sapphire domes for 360-degree viewing

Meller Optics’ custom-fabricated large sapphire windows recently introduced a new line of large sapphire windows for use in aircraft and drones.
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Don’t Tolerate Fog and UV Rays — Spike
Them!
CLEVELAND — Brass Knuckle®’s new Spike (BKADJ-5060AFP)
eye protection combines a two-pronged strategy for vision
protection with a legion of comfort features for the ultimate
in customizable, long-wear glasses. Check out this abundance of leading features: the best anti-fog protection in
the world, the highest UV protection available, and custom
comfort at the temples, nose and brow.
As part of Brass Knuckle’s new anti-fog collection, of course
Spike has BK-Anti-Fog+. It’s groundbreaking technology
that’s fused directly to the lens, not simply sprayed on, to
deliver better and longer-lasting fog-free protection than
that of competitive anti-fog coated products. The toughest
anti-fog standard in the world is the EN 166/168 standard,
and this crushes it. Add to that ANSI Z87.1/U6 ultraviolet
protection, the highest standard in the world, to eliminate
99.99 percent of damaging UV rays. This is one Spike that’s
great for the eyes!

Brass Knuckle’s Spike (BKADJ-5060AFP) safety glasses combine the best in
comfort and vision protection.

Finally, loads of extra features create an easily customizable
fit for virtually any face. The star of the show is a five-ste
angle-adjustable temple. Earpieces ratchet up and down
with a five-click adjustable temple joint for the ultimate in
custom fit. It has to be seen to be believed. Also, floating
reinforced-rubber nosepieces conform to the bridge of the
nose, an integrated soft brow guard bring greater fit, and
soft rubber at ends of earpieces add extra flexibility and all
day wearability.
Plus, the rimless lenses and green/black zebra striping look
plain cool. With Spike, workers never have to sacrifice style
for the ultimate in custom comfort and protection.
For more information, visit
https://www.brassknuckleprotection.com/.
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Events

20th Annual Greenbuild International
Conference and Expo
Nov. 1-3, 2022
Moscone Center
San Francisco, CA

ESG team and partners with business unit heads of ESG and
asset management teams to advance ESG initiatives and integration across portfolio companies and assets.

Greenbuild International Conference and Expo is the face-toface experience for sustainability in the built environment.
It’s for professionals in architecture, construction, engineering, planning and interior design who depend on thoughtful
and ethical solutions that promote wellness and resiliency in
construction and urban development.

Prior to joining Blackstone, Dr. Rogers advised companies
and asset managers on long-term ESG integration as an
independent board director and C-level advisor. Dr. Rogers
founded and led the Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board (SASB), a non-profit dedicated to optimizing US capital
markets by fostering the disclosure of material sustainability
information that meets investor needs and enhances public
trust.

Sustainability is the foundation of Greenbuild. Greenbuild
is the only event genuinely dedicated to sustainability in
the built environment, from the sessions presented to the
products on the show floor to the way the event is produced.
By participating with Greenbuild, you can return to the field
armed with the education and discoveries that will empower
your decisions, influence your actions, and inspire your di logue — prompting you to share sustainability with others.

Before founding SASB, Dr. Rogers worked to advance sustainable development across the US, Europe, and China for more
than a decade at Arup, a global engineering consultancy
specializing in low-carbon infrastructure and green buildings,
and Deloitte, where she worked on environmental projects
in its manufacturing practice.

Evening Welcome Reception
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 2022
Begin your experience Tuesday night with complimentary
food and drinks for a warm welcome to Greenbuild 2022.
Kick back, relax, and enjoy casual conversations with your
fellow industry professionals. (Learning Package & Networking Package access only.)

Dr. Rogers holds a Ph.D. in environmental engineering from
Illinois Institute of Technology and earned her BE and ME
in civil and environmental engineering from Manhattan
College. She was a Loeb Fellow at Harvard University and
currently serves as an advisor to the Social Innovation and
Change Initiative at the Harvard Kennedy School and the
Hoffman Global Institute at INSEAD.

20 Year Anniversary Party
Wednesday, Nov. 2, 2022
Celebrate Greenbuild's 20th year with us on Wednesday
evening. We'll toast Greenbuild and all our community has
accomplished in the past 20 years with great music, food,
drinks, and more! (Learning Package & Networking Package
access only.)

And this is just the beginning. A wide variety of sessions will
be available, in addition to the Greenbuild expo’s robust
trade show floo , featuring new product ideas, networking
and live education. Attendees can meet key industry partners and find the most cutting-edge products in the green
building industry.

Women in Green Luncheon
Thursday, Nov. 3, 2022
This year’s theme, "The Rising Collective," celebrates more
than 10 years of progress and of contributing to Greenbuild's
larger mission of creating a healthier, more sustainable future for all. Through our experiences, our collective knowledge and our diverse perspectives, we can be part of shaping a future that is healthy, sustainable, resilient and more
equitable. (Tickets available for purchase separately)

Keynote Speaker
Dr. Jean Rogers
Tuesday, Nov. 1st, 4:30pm PST
Dr. Jean Rogers is a Senior Managing Director and Blackstone’s Global Head of ESG. She oversees the firm s corporate

Registration for Greenbuild is now live. For more information
or to register, visit www.greenbuildexpo.com.

MAKE THE CONNECTION.
Connect your brand’s message with the Chief
Engineers through a live presentation or onsite
learning opportunity.
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.

www.chiefengineer.org
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Ashrae Update

2022 Building Performance Analysis
Conference to Focus on Better Buildings,
Less Carbon
ATLANTA — The 2022 Building Performance Analysis Conference and SimBuild will bring attention to carbon reduction
strategies through the application of simulation and modeling over the entire building life cycle.
Co-sponsored by ASHRAE and IBPSA-USA, the conference will
take place Sept. 14-16 in Chicago and will also be offered
virtually. The theme of the conference, “Better Buildings,
Less Carbon: Supporting the Transition to a Clean and Just
Climate,” focuses on research and methodology for minimizing operational carbon in buildings.
“The recent changes in the world energy markets and evolving regulations continue to increase demand for improved
performance of our building stock,” said Conference Vice
Chair John Bynum. “The Building Performance Analysis
Conference seeks to bring together professionals across
disciplines to share ideas and work towards a more efficient
and balanced future for the whole life cycle of the built environment. Attendees will be able to join traditional presentation sessions from individual presenters as well as sessions
designed to encourage audience participation. Together with
IBPSA-USA, we look forward to welcoming attendees to Chicago in-person or virtually via our online platform.”

(Visit https://bit.ly/3dlto3h for more information.) The 2022
competition will ask the question “How low can you go?” in
reference to operational energy, operational carbon emissions, embodied/emitted carbon, and water consumption.
Teams will design a K-5 school in Albuquerque, N.M., to serve
450 students in an educational setting that provides appropriate spaces for elementary education as well as community
uses — and can be adapted to future challenges and changes.
Virtual registration cost is $300 for ASHRAE members ($350
for non-members). Earn Professional Development Hour
(PDH) credits by attending sessions listed in the Technical
Program. State of N.Y. PDHs, AIA LUs and LEED AP credits will
also be awarded for select sessions.
For additional pricing and details on the 2022 Building
Performance Analysis Conference and SimBuild and the 2022
LowDown Showdown, please visit
ashrae.org/buildperform2022 and ashrae.org/2022LDSD.

ASHRAE Announces 2022 Student Design
Competition Winners

The conference features more than 50 paper and 40 non-paper presentations, along with three keynote presentations by
leading industry practitioners and academic researchers. Popular topics include a debate on thermal comfort, occupant
health and well-being, modeling for future and extreme
weather events, building envelope design and performance,
urban-scale modeling, and innovations in passive heating
and cooling. Newly added session formats include the “Solution Room,” which presents attendees with an opportunity
to interact with their peers and “crowd source” answers to
their burning questions. “Fishbowl” is an informal, informative discussion among peers regarding modeling and modeling-related issues that affect the industry in a major way,
while the “SoapBox,” is designed to allow chosen attendees
to present a topic of their choice to the audience.

ATLANTA — ASHRAE announced the winners of 2022
ASHRAE Student Design Competition and The Setty
Family Foundation Applied Engineering Challenge. The
competitions recognize outstanding student design
projects, promote teamwork, and allow students to apply
their practical design knowledge of energy-efficient H AC
systems.

Submit a topic for the SoapBox session:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5NQHYTV

Teams competed in one of the three categories:

View the full conference program at https://bit.ly/3SIMOyY
Teams from around the world will come together to create
an architectural design and a performance analysis model
based on model building data in the 2022 ASHRAE LowDown
Showdown modeling competition.

This year’s Student Design Competition focused on the
design of a new 23,300 m2, two-story performing arts
building on a higher education campus in Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia. As part of the project, new HVAC systems
were designed for the performing arts building. The building
consists of offices, classrooms, studios, performance halls,
auditorium, offices, food services, and a parking area

•
•
•

HVAC Design Calculations
HVAC System Selection
Integrated Sustainable Building Design (ISBD)

First Place in the HVAC Design Calculations category was
awarded to Cheung Wan Ki, Chow Sze Wah, Sum Ho Yin and
Yung Ho Lam of the University of Hong Kong, Pok Fu Lam,
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Hong Kong. Dr. Benjamin P.L. Ho was the team’s supervisor.
Placing 1st in the HVAC System Selection category were
Donald Black, Jr., Mason Blank, Sarah Halstead, Isabella
Zuccaro and Weston Kimmey from Pennsylvania State
University, State College, Pennsylvania. William Bahnfleth
Ph.D., P.E. was the team’s advisor.
Receiving 1st Place in Integrated Sustainable Building
Design category were Bagus Rangin, Edward Joshua, Harrys
Argaditya, Nadhira Izzatur, Rzki Ramadan and Sutan Azhari
from Universitas Indonesia, Depok, West Java, Indonesia.
Ardiyansyah and Dr. -Ing Ova Candra Dewi S.T., M.Sc. were
the team’s advisors.

PROBLEM?

SOLVED.
There’s a reason why so
many prefer us.

In the 2022 Setty Family Foundation Applied Engineering
Challenge, students were challenged to design an ultra-cold
refrigeration system for vaccine delivery that is capable of
being transported to all global locations. The system could
be designed as a standalone container, or in such a way that
it can be retrofitted into an existing truck. The temperature
was required to remain steady and maintain at -70°C.
The system took into account multiple system variables,
including space temperatures, humidity, envelope, portability
and outdoor conditions to determine the best possible
environment for the vaccines.
Axel Dawne, Farhan Afdhalul Ihsan, Febricetta Zahraketzia
Sarwono, I Made Wiratathya Putramas, Joel Frederciko
Sumbowo and Kanita Prameswari from the Bandung Institute
of Technology, Bandung, Indonesia received 1st Place.
Rahmat Romadhon, S.T., M.T. was the team’s advisor.

24/7 Emergency Service
HVAC Installation
Service & Preventative Maintenance
Agreements

The projects will be recognized during the 2023 ASHRAE
Winter Conference, Feb. 4-8 in Atlanta, Ga. The Winter
Conference is held in conjunction with the ASHRAE cosponsored AHR Expo, which will be Feb. 6-8 at the Georgia
World Congress Center.

Boiler Services

For a full list of Student Design Competition and Applied
Engineering Competition winners (1st, 2nd, 3rd and Rising
Star), please visit the Competitions page on ashrae.org.

Building Automation, Installation
& Integration

Chiller Services
Data Center Services

Piping
Sheet Metal

GET THE WORD OUT.
Would you like to have your services or products
featured in a video and general meeting webinar?
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.

Design/Build Solutions
Retrofit Solutions

Solutions are on the way.

www.chiefengineer.org

708-345-1900
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American Street Guide

Western Specialty Contractors Replaces
Leaking Roof on Bloomington, Ill.,
McLean County Museum of History
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Extensive water damage from an aging
roof threatened to destroy treasured artifacts housed at the
McLean County Museum of History in Downtown Bloomington, Ill. The water intrusion was the result of a 30-year-old,
damaged roof that had exceeded its useful life span by more
than five years, allowing rain to leak through the roof and
insulation, clay tile and mortar down into the building’s ceilings and interior rooms.
The nationally accredited, award-winning museum occupies the former McLean County Courthouse, an American
Renaissance style structure built between 1900 and 1903. The
building features a limestone-clad facade and solid masonry
construction with a steep sloping roof connecting the builtin gutter to the clocktower dome rising from its center. The
old roof consisted of a 4-ply, built-up asphalt roof over oneinch perlite insulation mopped to the clay tile deck.
Although the McLean County maintenance staff had made
repairs to the roof over the years, it no longer functioned
properly and needed to be replaced immediately, along
with the historic building’s drainage system. According to
reports, as much as 14 gallons of water had leaked into the
building after heavy spring rains, causing extensive damage.
Although no artifacts had been damaged, one area of the
museum had to be closed off and an office relocated as a
result of the leaking roof.
In 2020, the McLean County Board agreed to hire Scharnett
Architects & Associates of Bloomington to perform architectural and engineering services to replace the building’s roof
and improve its drainage system.

street as we progressed.”
The architect designed the new TPO roof system to go above
and beyond what the manufacturer recommended, with
double membrane thick valleys and ridges and built-in gutters that were lined with TPO and terminated with a liquid
flashing, three-course step. The liquid flashing was used i
lieu of counterflashing to minimize the use of mechanical
fasteners into the historic structure. The job also required a
30-year, 80 mph Firestone Roof warranty including hail, cut
and puncture resistance.
Western’s Springfield, Ill., branch also participated in the
project by grinding out reglets, reworking the clay tiles
around the drain replacements, and cleaning and sealing
limestone at the gutter edge.
Performing a successful mock system pull test to ensure the
new roof’s viability and strength, Western completed the
roof replacement in September 2021. The museum had been
closed to visitors during the roof replacement project while
the museum’s restrooms were being remodeled and its lighting fixtures replaced
Julie Emig, the museum’s Executive Director, noted that staff
were relieved when the roof was restored. “The quality of
Western Specialty Contractors’ work, especially given the
complexity of this project, was outstanding. We no longer
worry that the next rainstorm could damage our award-winning collections and exhibits.”

Western Specialty Contractors’ Peoria Roofing Branch was
contracted to replace the historic building’s damaged roof,
with work on the project starting in May 2021.
Western’s crew removed the old roof and replaced it with
a Firestone UltraPly TPO roofing system consisting of an 80
mil., white membrane over gypsum coverboard, Polyisocyanurate insulation, and vapor barrier directly over the clay tile
deck.
“The entire job was very challenging. We had to stage materials on the grounds as we needed them because the old clay
tile deck could not be overloaded,” said Western Specialty
Contractors Peoria Assistant Branch Manager Jared Osterman. “Tearing off the old roof every day was equally difficult
because we had to crane materials down and up from the

According to Western Specialty Contractors Peoria Assistant Branch Manager Jared Osterman, tearing off and replacing the roof of the McLean County
Museum of History was a challenge: “We had to crane materials down and
up from the street as we progressed.”
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TAKE YOUR PUMP
CONTROL OPERATION
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
We took our already superior pump controller and made it
even better. The improved Ion IntelliPump, an advanced float
based pump controller, makes it easier to manage and control
your system with a new external LED display panel. This
screen provides end-users with crucial alerts and updates
on their system.
•

Options to operate from 1–4 pumps based
on requirements

•

Variety of enclosure options:
Steel | Stainless Steel | Fiberglass
Nema 1, Nema 3R , Nema 4X ratings

•

Mountable NEMA 4x display

•

Adjustable pump on/off and emergency pump run delay

•

Pump up or Pump down functions

•

External silence, reset and alternation control

•

Dry contacts for seal fails, pump fails, float/sensor fails,
common alarms, and high & low alarms

•

Integrates with any pump, including Metropolitan’s
Self-Priming Pumps, a more accessible and efficiently
designed pump for sump and sewage applications. The
Self-Priming Pump sits on top of the basin cover, making
it more accessible for maintenance and repairs.

•

Works with both traditional style float switches
or Ion sensors
Ion sensors use strain gauge technology to overcome
issues typical of mechanical float switches

View a 3D
Interactive
IntelliPump Model

815-886-9200
metropolitanind.com
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Boiler Room Annex

Missed It by THAT Much…
Source: hutnyak.com

Young man Murphy applied for an engineering position at
an Irish firm based in Dublin. An American applied for the
same job and both applicants, having the same qualific tions, were asked to take a test by the department manager.
Upon completion of the test, both men only missed one
of the questions. The manager went to Murphy and said,
“Thank you for your interest, but we’ve decided
to give the American the job.”
Murphy asked, “And why would you be doing that? We both
got nine questions correct. This being Ireland and me being
Irish, I should get the job!”
The manager said, “We have made our decision not on the
correct answers, but rather on the question that you missed.”
Murphy then asked, “And just how would one incorrect
answer be better than the other?”
The manager replied, “Simple — the American answered
question no. 5, ‘I don’t know.’ You put down, ‘Neither do I.’”
Risk vs. Reward
Source: http://members.tripod.com/~B_u_d/engineerjokes.
html
Engineers hate risk. They try to eliminate it whenever they
can. This is understandable, given that when an engineer
makes one little mistake, the media often treats it like it’s a
big deal or something. For example:
The Hindenburg
The Space Shuttle Challenger
SPANet™
The Hubble Space Telescope
Apollo 13
The Titanic
The Ford Pinto
The Chevy Corvair

Solution:

C A P
A V I S
R I C A
V A L
O
A D I O
M I N N
E V E
B O P
A T T I
D
A L L E
P L E A
N O V
E Y E D
A D L I
P
O S P
A X L E
H E A R
A N Y

C
A
D
U E
P T
S
M
F A
O N
R E
A T
Y
M
R
S
B
A D
R E
G
A
S

A C T I
V O W S
I D O S
D
S U I
E M
L S D
P
A S O N
C E T E D
E
E W E
S
E N
A C S
P I S T O
E L T
B
A M
I
C E N E
E N N U I
T E R R
Y
A S
U L F S
L I B I
E P I A

D
I
S
T
I
L
L

T
A
L
E
N
T
A
E
S
O
P

A G O N
D A H O
O L I D
O O
T S
Z
E A S
E P E R
P O I
T H U G
A I L
B C
F
B O
E
E S
V E R S
E P E E
R A T
C
A
O O
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R A T E

C
H
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N

R
O
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N

L
E
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T
M
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L
E
T

O
S
A
K
A

N
A
S
A
L

G
R
I
T
S

S
E D
E N
P A

A U G U ST SO L U T ION
The risk/reward calculation for engineers looks something
like this:
RISK: Public humiliation and the death of thousands of innocent people.
REWARD: A certificate of appreciation in a handsome plastic
frame.
Being practical people, engineers evaluate this balance of
risks and rewards and decide that risk is not a good thing.
The best way to avoid risk is by advising that any activity is
technically impossible for reasons that are far too complicated to explain. If that approach is not sufficient to halt a
project, then the engineer will fall back to a second line of
defense: “It’s technically possible but it will cost too much.”
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Admiral Heating & Ventilating, Inc.
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City Wide Pool & Spa			
ClearWater Associates, Ltd.		
Competitive Piping Systems		
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Door Service, Inc.			
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F.E. Moran Fire Protection			
Filter Services, Inc.			
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MVB Services, Inc.			
Neuco					
NIFSAB					
Preservation Services			
PuroClean Disaster Services		
Reliable Fire Equipment Co.		
Restore Construction Inc.			
Rotating Equipment Specialists		
Sprinkler Fitters Local 281			
United Radio Communications, Inc.
Western Specialty Contractors		
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.
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